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Message
In line with the SDG Four mission,
MELTA has also set out its own goals to
support and drive positive changes in
education in Malaysia and regionally.

DYMM Raja Zarith Sofiah Binti Almarhum Sultan Idris Shah
Permaisuri Johor
The Royal Patron of MELTA

As one section of humanity marches earnestly

equitable assess to education and lifelong learning

to get on its feet, let alone survive and keep up. Such

knowledge and skills needed to promote sustainable

forward in search of progress and advancement, it

risks leaving in its wake another section, floundering
is the disparity that exists in the world today where
distribution of opportunities and access to success is

hugely inequitable. The continuing development of
technology and scientific innovation widens the gap

between those with access and those struggling to
acquire the basic education that will allow them to

take the first steps forward without even considering
the race. We have moved well into the 21st century and
yet we are constantly haunted by the knowledge that
significant parts of humanity in almost all countries in
the world is falling behind.

This reality is not a representation of a world that is
sustainable.

Sustainable development of the world and of humanity,
must to be anchored in a strong educational agenda.
This is reflected in the United Nation’s Sustainable

Development Goal Four which targets equal and

opportunities for all. The ultimate aim of SDG Four
is to ensure that by 2030, “all learners acquire the
development,

including

among

others,

through

education for sustainable development and sustainable

lifestyles, human rights, gender equality, promotion of
a culture of peace and non-violence, global citizenship

and appreciation of cultural diversity and of culture’s
contribution to sustainable development.” With just

eleven years left on this clock, there is an urgency

for nations, organisations and individuals to come
together in a joint effort to bridge education gaps

through initiatives that empower learners, teachers,
systems and society.

Many nations, organisations and individuals have taken
up the call to work towards creating a sustainable

world. Their efforts are visible through many political,

economic and social initiatives. In line with the SDG

Four mission, the Malaysian English Language Teaching
Association (MELTA) has also set out its own goals

to support and drive positive changes in education
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in Malaysia and regionally. MELTA’s initiatives have

highly integrates cyberspace and physical space”. The

Research and Development, and Social Responsibility

society, not just certain segments of it.

five take-off points—Teacher Development, Learner
Development, National and International Collaboration,

initiatives. MELTA’s International Conference for 2019
is another example of the organisation’s pro-active
commitment to this cause. Based on the theme, “English

Language Education and Society 5.0: Developing

Sustainable Literacies”, the conference invites delegates
to explore education in the context of “a human-centred
society that balances economic advancement with
the resolution of social problems by a system that

conference echoes MELTA’s position that progress and

advancement in knowledge must bear benefit for all of
I am delighted to congratulate MELTA for being an

organisation that is not only sensitive to global needs
but also one that pro-actively supports and leads

sustainability. I would like to invite organisations and

individuals to work with MELTA to benefit all learners
and all strata of society.

DYMM Raja Zarith Sofiah Binti Almarhum Sultan Idris Shah
Permaisuri Johor
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Message
We continue to be aware of the need to improve
learners’ mastery of the language as we strive
for the development of human capital in today’s
borderless and interdependent world.

The Right Honourable
Datuk Patinggi (Dr) Abang Haji Abdul Rahman Zohari
Bin Tun Datuk Abang Haji Openg
Chief Minister of Sarawak

The importance of English in an increasingly globalised
world cannot be overstated. In an era where everything
and everyone is interconnected, a relevant working
knowledge of the English language is necessary for
accessing information, exploring the world, exploiting
opportunities in international economies, excelling in
knowledge domains and markets and for functioning
effectively in those markets. English is also the lingua
franca of the Internet and the means by which children
and youths from all over the world communicate ideas,
values and visions of a future in which they will be
leaders.
We continue to be aware of the need to improve
learners’ mastery of the language as we strive for the
development of human capital in today’s borderless
and interdependent world.
English language education in the state of Sarawak
has always generated a lot of discussion and received
attention of those who are duly concerned about
developing and possessing good English language skills
be it in listening, speaking, reading or writing. This is
not surprising as teachers and learners are the country’s
assets and therefore, our efforts to improve the teaching
and learning of English has become an integral part of
the state of Sarawak’s commitment in upgrading the
quality of its educational systems, preschool through
graduate and professional schools. The initiative to
teach Science and Mathematics in English for standard
one pupils in 2020 clearly reflects Sarawak’s serious

concern pertaining to the development of the English
language.

The 28th MELTA International Conference in Kuching,
Sarawak creates a timely and much-needed opportunity
for us to look critically at English Language Education
(ELE) policy, practice and performance in relation to
global learning, as well as the alignment or lack of it
among them. I hope that the ELE community of teachers,
administrators, academics, researchers, publishers and
other interested parties from Sarawak, other parts of
Malaysia and abroad, will use this opportunity to raise
issues, initiate thinking and propose solutions that can
contribute to the improvement of English Language
teaching and learning.
I commend and congratulate MELTA for its tireless
efforts at raising awareness about current needs and
issues, and for providing a space for the sharing of
views to benefit English Language policy makers,
practitioners, learners and supporters alike. My best
wishes for a successful conference!
Thank you.

Datuk Patinggi (Dr) Abang Haji Abdul Rahman
Zohari Bin Tun Datuk Abang Haji Openg
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Message
I commend MELTA, a voluntary, non-profit
organisation for the commitment in advancing the
national aspirations to bring about these changes
and reforms in the English language education in
the country.

YBhg. Datuk Dr Amin Bin Senin
Director-General of Education Malaysia

Assalamualaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh,
Selamat Sejahtera and Salam Sayangi Malaysiaku.
The Ministry of Education is delighted to support the
Malaysian English Language Teaching Association
(MELTA) in its many endeavours to raise the quality
and standards of English language education in this
country. The annual MELTA international conference
is one such endeavour that provides an international
platform for ELT stakeholders and practitioners to
share ideas and opinions as well as to debate on critical
issues that impact the ELT field globally. Once again,
I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate
MELTA for hosting the highly-reputable 28th MELTA
Conference in Kuching, Sarawak.
The Ministry is particularly impressed with the theme
for this year’s conference; “English Language Education
and Society 5.0: Developing Sustainable Literacies”
which will set the stage for conference delegates to
debate and deliberate on sustainable literacies for the
future. We must drive the change and transformation in
education for the future by creating greater awareness
and understanding of the skill sets and literacies for the
future workforce. I commend MELTA, a voluntary, nonprofit organisation for the commitment in advancing
the national aspirations to bring about these changes
and reforms in the English language education in the
country.
Society 5.0 is Japan’s vision for the future where
cutting-edge technologies such as big data, Internet

of Things (loT), artificial intelligence (Al), and robots
fuse into every industry and across all social segments.
This is an unknown territory and like Japan, Malaysia
must also prepare a generation of students who
would lead the nation into this exciting future. To
venture into this uncharted future territory, creativity
and curiosity must be given greater emphasis in the
education system. However, the fundamental starting
point for any learning is communication, reading and
comprehension in a language that has become the
lingua franca of the global world. As educators, it is vital
that we keep in tandem with the latest developments in
education and innovate our pedagogical approaches in
line with current trends and demands of the education
landscape.

I am confident that this conference will achieve its
aims and objectives as envisaged by MELTA. I hope
that this conference will be a common ground for us to
foster greater partnerships in developing sustainable
literacies. On that note, I wish all of you a very successful
and enriching conference.
Thank you.

YBhg. Datuk Dr Amin Bin Senin
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Message
MELTA takes its position as the primary and only
national English language education organisation
in the country seriously in engaging educators
throughout the country and at all levels to ensure
that it hears and understands the education
heartbeat of the nation.
Ganakumaran Subramaniam, Professor Ph.D
President of MELTA

The Malaysian English Language Teaching Association
(MELTA) is a progressive and forward looking
organisation that has evolved over the last 60 years
to provide a wide array of activities that range from
teacher professional development to international
engagements and collaboration. The theme of the
MELTA Annual 2019 defines, describes and illustrates
the 21st Century MELTA Ecosystem that has
strategically evolved to meet the current and future
English language education needs of Malaysia aligned
with global developments. The fundamental goal that
holds together the ecosystem is the desire to achieve
sustainability and support sustainable education at
all levels in the expanding MELTA outreach space. To
achieve this, MELTA ensures that all its activities are
inclusive, of high standards, progressive and focused on
stakeholder growth.
MELTA takes its position as the primary and only
national English language education organisation in the
country seriously in engaging educators throughout
the country and at all levels to ensure that it hears and
understands the education heartbeat of the nation.

MELTA is clear about its role in complementing and
supplementing initiatives and efforts undertaken by
the government, the Ministry of Education, states and
schools. In addition, this is the best and most accurate
way of gaining knowledge and appreciation of the needs,
wants, hopes and aspirations of not only the educators
but also of learners and parents. This information
helps the organisation develop contexts specific and

customised interventions and programmes to be part
of the solutions. This also allows MELTA to share with
policy makers and policy implementers, information
that need to be considered to ensure success and
positive outcomes in the initiatives rolled out. As a
professional organisation, MELTA does not shy away
from being the voice of the stakeholders, nor hold back
in identifying limitations of existing or new initiatives,
and be proactive in proposing and supporting positive
initiatives.

MELTA aspires to maintain a growth mindset, to
continuously improve and expand its contribution
to the development of education in Malaysia and the
world. It aspires to be a model professional organisation
that is progressive and effective in its management and
far-reaching in its contribution. To this end and among
others, MELTA never fails to open up opportunities
to engage with, critically examine and translate into
beneficial practice, new ideological and philosophical
developments such as Society 5.0 that focuses on
humanity, sustainability and sustainable education.
MELTA invites you to support its goals, join its activities
and contribute to its vision.
Thank you

Ganakumaran Subramaniam, Professor, Ph.D

We Are MELTA
MELTA: An Expanding
Ecosystem
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A Pebble Creating Waves

Malaysian English Language Teaching
Association: An Expanding Ecosystem

MELTA Annual 2019

A long time ago, as early as 1958, a small group of
passionate Malaysian English language educators
got together with personnel from the British Council
to initiate professional development activities for
themselves and others like them in small but meaningful
ways. The pebble they casted years ago created a hardly
visible riffle on the surface of the ELT world, being
localised to Kuala Lumpur, then a part of Selangor. Over
time, the commitment and passion of Malaysian English
language educators transformed the riffle into a ripple
to create incessant waves with surfs not only touching
the shores of Malaysia but also reaching other frontiers,
to collaborate with partner organisations to transform
English language education, regionally.
MELTA, today, managed completely by Malaysian
English language education professionals, is still a
voluntary association of passionate educators. The
fifteen people that make up its committee often come
from 15 different education institutions and entities
covering schools, Ministry of Education, teacher
education institutions, corporate organisations and
higher education institutions. The growth of MELTA over
the last 61 years is nothing short of being remarkable.
The vision of its leadership and mission goals that drive
its activities has evolved into an ecosystem of high
quality professional practice.
The MELTA professional practice ecosystem is
illustrated using a pentagon—a five-sided figure where
each side is a base for MELTA’s five main trusts or
activity.

TEACHER DEVELOPMENT
This is the founding mission of MELTA and still remains
one of the primary agenda of the organisation. As the
only national professional English language education
organisation, MELTA assumes the responsibility of

11

being the centre for professional expertise and practice.
It is a non-partisan organisation that is open to work
with all national and international experts to promote
and develop high quality professional practice among
English language educators. Activities and entities that
drive this agenda include the following:

The MELTA Chapters
The MELTA Chapter initiative was launched in 2000.
The goal of the MELTA Chapter is to support the creation
of local teacher networks with the aim of empowering
educators to take control of managing their own needs,
using expertise and resources available locally, and
through collaborations with other Chapters. Based on
the concept of professional learning communities, today
the MELTA Chapters have become vibrant and active
professional learning communities that are dotted
throughout the country serving states and regions. The
age of communication also allows Chapters to work
collaboratively in real time, supporting each other and
collaboratively addressing regional and national needs.

MELTA Chapters run regular seminars, workshops,
conferences and other activities as face-to-face sessions
or digitally. MELTA Chapters are currently established
in Penang, Perak, Kuala Lumpur, Melaka, Johor, Pahang,
Terengganu, Kelantan, Sabah and Sarawak.
English Language Teacher Network
The ELT Network originated from the MELTA Special
Interest Groups. The MELTA ELT Network (MELTN)
aims to connect teachers with similar areas of interest
or stages of career development within Malaysia and
regionally. One of the very active group in the MELTN
is the early career teacher network which carries out
online and offline regular professional development
and community engagement activities. The next phase
of development for the MELTN is its plans to expand the
network to the ASEAN region.

12
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MELTA Conferences
MELTA currently runs two international conferences
each year.

MELTA International Conference
The first is its flagship, the MELTA International
Conference which is currently in its 28th year of
running. In earlier years, MELTA used to organise close
to four international conferences in a year but has
now chosen to do a single conference each year. The
MELTA International conference moves to a different
state in Malaysia each year. This is to ensure Malaysian
educators from all localities get the opportunity to
participate in an international conference, affordably.
The conference has become internationally recognised
with strong local and international followings.
Participation in the MELTA conference ranges from 500
to 900 each year with around 40 per cent of the delegates
comprising internationals from 25 to 30 countries. The
MELTA International is unlike most conferences and
offers a range of academic and professional development
activities for educators but also provide activities for
students as well. The International conference is also
a venue where numerous competitions are held and
awards are presented. These include awards for:

Organisations
• The Raja Zarith Award for CSR in English Language
Education

Teachers
• The MELTA–Hyacinth Gaudart Award for
Outstanding Achievements in English Language
Education
• The MELT–Basil Wijasuriya Award for Best Teacher
Presenters at the conference
• The MELTA–Malachi Edwin Vethamani Creative
Teacher Showcase Award
• The MELTA Creative Student Teacher Showcase
Award
• The MELTA Creative Higher Education Teacher
Showcase Award

Students
• The MELTA – Oxford Fajar Way With Words Competition
Award
• The MELTA President Project-Based Learning
Competition and Award
• The MELTA – Mind Academy Creative Student Award
Schools
• The MELT-A-HEART Book Awards

MELTA Annual 2019

The MELTA International Conference on Research
in English Language Education (MIRCELE)
MIRCELE is convening the conference for the ninth
year. The original aim of the conference was to promote
and encourage quality research among postgraduate
students in Malaysia. By the third conference, the
scope of the conference had expanded to include
student teachers, postgraduate students, teachers
and higher education academics. The conference
became international to allow for wider benchmarking
of research quality. The one-day conference is run
using a unique format of a competition showcasing
and defending participants research. There are five
categories in the competition:
•
•
•
•
•

13

Certification, Endorsement and Training
This component is a restructured and updated version
of some of MELTA’s earlier activities. Over the last five
years, MELTA has been engaged in quality assurance
and endorsement private and corporate English
language and teacher education programmes. It has
also been involved in undertaking customised training
programmes for public and private school teachers as
well as students based on their needs.

Teacher Trainers/Academics
Ph.D Candidates
Master’s Students
Teachers
Teacher Trainees/Undergraduates

The event is conducted in two rounds. Round one is the
poster session and competition. All posters are judged
by a panel expert judges. Judges shortlist up to five
quality research for Round Two. Round two involves
the shortlisted researchers making an oral presentation
and a viva voce-like defence of their studies. The judges
will select high quality research in each category for the
Gold, Silver and Bronze awards.

In 2019, MELTA launched an initiative to develop its
own teacher training certificates for pre- and in-service
teachers who are keen to acquire or upgrade their
teaching competence and knowledge.

14
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LEARNER DEVELOPMENT
This mission was incorporated into the MELTA’s goals
in the late 1990s. This meant that apart from teacher
development work, MELTA would devise and actively
involve itself in a range of activities that support
teachers and schools in developing the English language
proficiency of learners.

Workshops and Seminars
MELTA runs workshops and seminars for students
based on requests from schools, teachers or institutions
of higher education. MELTA does not offer off-the-shelf
programmes.

Way With Words (WWW)
WWW is a competition conceptualised and organised
by MELTA. It is a fun-filled event that is open to teams
of three students competing over several rounds to
decide the winners. Each round assesses different
language abilities which includes spelling, word play,
collocation, sentence construction and others. MELTA
runs two completions each year for upper primary and
lower secondary students. However, adapted versions
of WWW have also been organised for college and
polytechnic students. Winning teams are awarded with
certificates and cash prizes.

Camps (CHILD)
MELTA organises camps for students in collaboration
with schools or districts. These camps are aimed
providing an environment for students to develop a
love for the English language using fun-filled activities.
The camps also focus on developing overall learner
motivation and positive attitude towards studies and
schooling.

Project-Based Learning
The activity was launched in 2019. The focus is to allow
students to showcase, explain and defend projects that
they have undertaken in schools. PBL is about students
and their learning by making connections between
classroom learning and the real world. This activity is

MELTA Annual 2019

designed to gauge students’ ability to take initiative,
solve problems and communicate ideas. Winning
projects are awarded certificates and cash prizes.

The Malaysian International Students Innovation
and Creativity Challenge (MISSIC)
The MISICC is the latest formulation from MELTA with
the inaugural challenge scheduled for April 2020.
The focus of this activity is to promote, nurture and
recognise innovative and creative ideas among young
people. The challenge comprises three categories—
university, secondary and primary. Winners are
awarded certificates and cash prizes.

RESEARCH AND SCHOLARSHIP
The research and scholarship dimension of the MELTA
profile is an expansion of early activities that focused
on MELTA’s first journal, The English Teacher and
quarterly newsletters. The expansion exemplifies
MELTA’s goal of being a centre for excellence for ELT
research and scholarship. The activities in this area are
briefly described below.

ELT Publications
MELTA has two ELT series to its name. The first is called
the MELTA-Sasbadi ELT series. To date, this series has
over twenty book volumes. The goal of this series is to
provide an avenue for Malaysian ELT professionals to
publish authored or edited volumes based on research
or pedagogical practice.
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writers or editors to carry out comparative studies
and showcase how particular ELT- related issues or
problems are managed in Southeast Asian countries.

Accreditation
Another activity with this dimension is quality
assurance and accreditation of commercial products
and programmes. MELTA is usually commissioned by
corporate organisations to carry out assessments of
their products or services and offer audit reports for
improvements. Once the improvements are undertaken
satisfactorily, the products or services may be accorded
the MELTA accreditation or endorsement.
Journals
MELTA publishes two journals comprising four volumes
each year. The English Teacher is among the oldest ELT
journals in the country and is a rich resource of ELT
literature on Malaysia and the region. This journal
largely focuses on classroom practice. This journal is
indexed in MYCITE and the ASEAN citation index.

The second MELTA journal is called The Malaysian
Journal of ELT Research. The focus of this journal is the
publication of research articles. The journal is indexed
in MYCITE and ESCI.
Malaysian International Conference in Research
in English Language Education (MIRCELE)
MIRCELE was created to be the platform to showcase
research in English language education in Malaysia. It is
also another activity that represents MELTA as a centre
of excellence for ELT research in Malaysia.

The MELTA Annual
The MELTA Annual is an annual publication that
highlights the transformations and activities of the
organisation. It captures and archives experiences of
ELT practitioners and researchers in Malaysia. This
publication represents MELTA and reflects the impact
the organisation has made each year.

The second ELT publication is called the USM-MELTA
ELT in Southeast Asia series. The focus of this series is
to encourage collaboration between ELT professionals
in Southeast Asia. A condition for this publication is
that at least one of the writers or editors must be from
another Southeast Asian country. This series enables

International Conference Grants
MELTA offers international conference grants to
Malaysian ELT professionals. Interested professionals
can apply for the grant by submitting a proposal for
screening and selection. This programme allows grant
winners to attend a choice of international conferences
in Thailand, Indonesia, India, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh,
Cambodia, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Mongolia, South Korea,
Japan, Brunei and the Philippines.

16
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PARTNERSHIPS
One of the main reasons for MELTA resilience and
sustainability as an ELT organisation for 61 years, is
its strategy of engaging in strategic partnerships. The
MELTA partnership agenda is categorised into national
and international partnerships.
National Partnership
MELTA has a range of public and private partners. The
Ministry of Education, Malaysia has been a consistent
supporter and contributor to all MELTA activities
since its inception. Other public partners include state
governments, public schools and higher education
institutions. MELTA also works in partnership with
government-linked companies and agencies.

International Partnership
MELTA has reciprocal agreements to support crossnational professional development and research with
the following 15 international organisations.

Under the banner of MELT-A-HEAT, MELTA’s
social responsibility initiatives include tuition for
underprivileged children, and an initiative to set up
libraries and reading corners in rural primary schools
in underprivileged communities. To date, MELTA has
contributed to the establishment and enhancement
of libraries and reading corners in over 40 schools
throughout Malaysia.
Each year, MELTA reviews its vision, mission, strategies
and activities. The goal is to engage in a continuous
development cycle to review, enhance and upgrade
MELTA engagements and contributions, to ensure that
the efforts and initiatives sown by MELTA members
and volunteers will have ever-widening outreach and
more significant impact. Like the waves that shape
the landscape of the world, MELTA aspires to achieve
landmark impact on the ELT landscape of Malaysia and
the region.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Thailand TESOL

TEFLIN Indonesia

ELTAI India

IFT Sri Lanka

BELTA Bangladesh

CamTESOL, Cambodia

ELTAM, Mongolia

KATE, South Korea

• KOTESOL, South Korea

• ETA-ROC, Taiwan

• HAAL, Hong Kong

• JACET, Japan

• JALT, Japan

• PALT, Philippines

• BELTA, Brunei Darussalam

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
The last but not least among MELTA’s trust is the work
that it undertakes in the area of social responsibility.
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The Royal Patron of MELTA
DYMM Raja Zarith Sofiah Binti Almarhum Sultan Idris Shah, Permaisuri Johor

MELTA is deeply honoured and privileged to be graced
by the royal patronage of DYMM Raja Zarith Sofiah Binti
Almarhum Sultan Idris Shah, Permaisuri Johor DYMM
Raja Zarith Sofiah accepted MELTA’s invitation to become
the Royal Patron of the Association on 15 February 2008.
DYMM Raja Zarith Sofiah is descended from rulers of
the Melaka Sultanate. DYMM Raja Zarith Sofiah studied
at Cheltenham Ladies’ College and was accepted to read
Chinese Studies (a four-year undergraduate programme)
at Somerville College, University of Oxford, UK. DYMM
Raja Zarith Sofiah received her Bachelor of Arts Honours
degree from the University of Oxford in 1983.
DYMM Raja Zarith Sofiah is the Pro-Chancellor at
Universiti Teknologi Malaysia and is involved with
many charitable organisations and NGOs. DYMM Raja
Zarith Sofiah is the President of Persatuan Pandu Puteri
Johor (the Girl Guides of Johor) and Royal Patron of the
Spastics School of Johor Bahru and the Rotary Club of
Tebrau Foundation. DYMM Raja Zarith Sofiah is also
Chairman of the Malaysian Red Crescent (MRC) National

Community and helps with fund-raising and awareness
programmes run by the Malaysian Red Crescent.

DYMM Raja Zarith Sofiah has a keen interest in writing
and has published editorials in Malaysian newspapers.
In November 2005, DYMM Raja Zarith Sofiah delivered
a keynote paper titled ‘Shared Reality: The Media and
Us’ at SoLLs.INTEC.05, an international conference
organised by UKM. The paper subsequently became
the prologue to the six volumes of books published by
Pearson-Longman Malaysia (2007).
In January 2008, DYMM Raja Zarith Sofiah delivered a
public lecture in UKM entitled ‘Going Global: The Use of
the English Language in 21st Century Malaysia’ in her
capacity as a Royal Fellow at UKM.

Her Majesty was conferred an Honorary Doctorate of
Philosophy in Education by Universiti Tun Hussein
Onn Malaysia on 23 August 2008. The bestowal of the
university’s highest award is a fitting testimony for
DYMM Raja Zarith Sofiah who has worked selflessly in
support of public welfare and educational programmes
in Malaysia.

DYMM Raja Zarith Sofiah has a strong passion for the
development of education and she has continuously
promoted this through her column in the local media, her
public lectures and her active roles in non-governmental
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voluntary organisations. DYMM Raja Zarith Sofiah
stands out for her intelligence, eloquence and courage
in speaking up for social justice and the plight of the
underprivileged and voiceless. DYMM Raja Zarith Sofiah
is truly a royal with a heart for her people.

On 22 July 2017, DYMM Raja Zarith Sofiah was conferred
an Honorary Doctorate of Letters by the University of
Nottingham, Malaysia Campus for her contributions
to education and for advocating related causes for the
betterment of society.
In an interview with DYMM Raja Zarith Sofiah which
was published in The Melta Story in conjunction with
MELTA’s 60th anniversary in 2018, our Majesty spoke
about the role of teachers, “Teachers, undoubtedly
play a very important role in any society. They mould

our children into useful members of a community. In
Malaysian society, children as young as three or four
years of age are in the hands of teachers from the time
they enter kindergarten. They are, for a good part of the
day, guardians to our children. For this reason, teachers
are important role models. We are what we are because
of our teachers and what we have learnt from them.”
MELTA is proud that it is the first and only educational
organisation to have DYMM Raja Zarith Sofiah Binti
Almarhum Sultan Idris Shah, Permaisuri Johor as its
patron.
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Vision
To be a leader among English language
education organisations contributing to
the quality of English language education
and high standard of English in Malaysia
and internationally.

Mission
To be the centre for professional expertise
and standards in English language
education and research that provides
advocacy, consultancy, advisory, quality
assurance, and professional development
to advance the quality and impact of
academic and professional progammes,
teaching and learning material and
practices,
community
outreach
projects, and national and international
collaboration aimed at creating a powerful
and positive education ecosystem.
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Our Logo

MELTA is the acronym for the Malaysian English Language Teaching Association.
The Stylised ‘M’ is a symbolic representation of the ‘M’ in MELTA. It is stylised to
demonstrate that MELTA is a flexible and dynamic organisation. The ‘M’ breaks
the boundaries of the rectangular blue box to show that MELTA and Malaysian
teachers need to work both within and outside the box to achieve greater success.
It also suggests that there should be no limits to education and learning.
The Rectangular Box represents the conventional world of education and
language use.
Royal blue is the MELTA colour and has been used in its logo since the
establishment of the organisation. It represents resilience, depth and stability in
education and learning.
The colour white represents the notion of tabula rasa in education. It reflects the
purity of the learner and the act of learning.

TEACHER DEVELOPMENT
Teacher development covers a wide spectrum of activities from
conferences to trainings, workshops and seminars on professional
development or upskilling for English Language educators in
line with the Education philosophy. MELTA is the only national
professional English language education organisation and
assumes the responsibility of being the centre for professional
expertise and practice. MELTA has been and will always be the
centre for professional ESL expertise and practice. Educators and
teachers in schools get the opportunities to share and present
their work or best practices at the English platforms set-up by
MELTA through the MELTA chapters, English Language Teacher
Network and national and international conferences.
Chapter Activities
ELT Network
Conferences
Certification, Endorsement & Training (CET)
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MELTA Chapters Bureau
Chandrakala V Raman
Director, MELTA Chapters
THE MELTA Chapters Bureau aims at reaching and extending support to all members of
MELTA and educators at large, to uphold and expand professional and personal development
in teaching, learning and usage of English Language, at the same time contributing across the
board to the advancements in education at all levels of society.

Each Chapter being an on-site, in-situ team of teachers, lecturers, educators past and present
is in a position to effectively support pockets of professional activities for the betterment of
educationists and community within the vicinity. The collegiality and networking is much
needed in working together to recognise common goals and concerns in the field of education
yet meeting localised needs. The outcome is—each MELTA Chapter team comprises educators
across the strata of education from kindergarten to primary, to secondary to tertiary and to the universities meeting
together at any one time, collaborating and cooperating to act upon real issues that run across the educational levels
and not acting in isolation. In a single sentence, ‘the University educators now know the primary school or kindergarten
needs, too’ and vice-versa.

To date, there are active Chapters in eleven states and one in the midst of being set-up. Efforts are underway to establish
Chapters in the remaining five states. The various Chapters, Chapter Leaders and their committees are listed below.
MELTA Chapters 2018-2019
No.
1

2

3

4

5

CHAPTERS

CHAPTER LEADER/SECRETARY/TREASURER

COMMITTEE MEMBERS/INSTITUTIONS

Chapter Leader: Ms Laysee Gregory
Secretary: Dr Tarsame Singh A/L Masa Singh
Treasurer: Ms Yeoh Hee Hee

Two members:
IPG K Tuanku Bainun
UiTM K Permatang Pauh

Chapter Leader: Dr Azlinda Bte Abd Aziz
Secretary: Ms Rosyati Bte Abdul Rashid
Treasurer: Dr Azza Jauhar Bte Ahmad Tajuddin

Nine members:
UMT Malaysia, IPGK K Dato’  Razali Ismail,
IPG K Sultan Mizan, UNISZA Kuala Terengganu
UiTM K Dungun, SiSC+ PPD Marang,
SISC+ PPD K Nerus, JPN Terengganu officers

Chapter Leader: Ms Ease Chang Yee Shee
Secretary: Ms  Shubashini A/P Suppiah
Treasurer :  Ms Siti Aishah Bte Mazlan

Seven members:
IPG K Gaya,  SISC + Kota Marudu
SISC+ PPD KK, English Teacher
English Teacher SK Petagas

Kuantan

Chapter Leader: Ms Noor Azlinda Bte Zainal Abidin
Secretary: Ms Rozie Bte Zakaria
Treasurer: Mr Suriya Kumar A/L Sinnadurai

Six members:
UMP Malaysia, Poly-Tech MARA College,
Yayasan Pahang College, MARA Professional College,
PKG Teruntum BTPN
English Teacher Pri SK Runchang

Kuala Lumpur

Chapter Leader: Ms Gladys  Francis Joseph
Secretary: Ms Lim Pek Sim
Treasurer: Dr Grace Lim Jia Wei

Four members:
SISC+ PPW Bangsar Pudu, IPG K IPBA
U Malaya, English Teacher SMK ST Mary
English Teacher SMK Dato Lokman
English Teacher SMK Puchong Jaya (B)

Penang

Terengganu

Kota Kinabalu
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No.
6

7

8

9

10

11

CHAPTERS
Sandakan

Tawau

Melaka

CHAPTER LEADER/SECRETARY/TREASURER

Kelantan

COMMITTEE MEMBERS/INSTITUTIONS

Chapter Leader: Ms Santhi Ramanujam Gopala
Krishnan
Secretary: Ms Dominique Cashine Chia
Treasurer: Ms Monica Loh Pui Ling

Four members:
English Teacher SMK St Michael
English Teacher SMK Elopura
English Teacher SMK St Mary, SiSC+ PPD Beluran
English Teacher SMK Gum Gum

Chapter Leader: Ms Jen Renita Bte Mappah
Secretary: Ms Nirmaladevi A/P Kandasamy
Treasurer: Ms Nur aqilah Raihanah Bte Aripin

Five members:
English Teacher SK Merotai Besar
English Teacher SK Muhibbahraya
English Teacher SK St Patrick
English Teacher SK Kg Titingan
English Teacher SK Bandar Tawau

Chapter Leader: Ms Jai Shree A/P Bipinchandra
Secretary: Ms  Daphne Rosaline A/P Henry Thomas
Treasurer:  Mr P.M. Nagarajan Pillai A/L Murugapan

Four members:
IPG K PM, SISC+ PPD Melaka, Tengah
English Teacher SK Cheng, Melaka Matriculation
College

Chapter Leader: Dr Chong Su Lin
Secretary: Ms Evelyn Lim Meei Suey
Treasurer: Ms Juiiana Bte Shaharum

Seven members  and  Four Resource Personnels:
UTP Perak, UiTM K Perak, SISC+ PPD Kinta Utara,
English Teacher SMK Sam Tet, UTAR Perak
English Teacher SK Teluk Bakong
English Teacher SMK P Methodist
English Teacher SK Teluk Bakong
English Teacher SMK Dato Abd Rahman Yaakub

Chapter Leader: Ms Faith Wong Woei Ling
Secretary: Ms Rebecca Chieng Su Hee
Treasurer: Ms Hazelynn Anak Rimbar

Two members:
SISC+ PPD Lundu, MESTR Sarawak,
Principal Kids Speak, Fasilinus PPD Seri Aman
English Teacher SMK Tebakang

Chapter Leader: Ms Nik Norliza Bte Hj Nik Ismail
Secretary: Ms Warid Bin Hj Mihat
Treasurer: Ms Nik Haslin Bte Nik Supian

Seven members:
SISC+ PPD KB, SISC+ PPD Machang,
IPG K KB, UiTM Machang, English Teacher SK Balar
English Teacher SK Kubang Kerian 3
English Teacher SMK Long Yunus
English Teacher Mahaad Muhammadi Lilbani

Perak

Kuching
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For the year 2018-2019, all the above Chapters
conducted on-site activities according to their plans
and also some Chapters were re-organising themselves
meeting changes in committee set-ups. These activities
are conducted at either targeted small group level,
school level, district level, state level or even zone or
national level (as Penang Chapter did with the NRCELE,
a national level activity). These dedicated and passionate
Chapter teams provided the platforms and opportunities
for local in-situ teacher trainees, teachers and lecturers
to attend or/and present research papers, workshops,
action research posters, symposiums and colloquiums
where educational experiences were embraced.
Opportunities to advance professionally and personally
were concretely made available.

To all the dedicated and passionate Chapter teams,
MELTA extends its heartfelt appreciation. It is indeed
heartening to realise that someone somewhere had an
opportunity to advance because of these committed
teams. The twelfth Chapter, to be established soon is the
MELTA Johor Chapter and talks are underway to see to
its formation.
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Penang Chapter
Laysee Gregory
Chapter Leader, Penang
The MELTA Penang Chapter, (formerly Melta Seberang
Jaya) was established in 2003 by the English Language
Department at the Institute of Teacher Education,
Tuanku Bainun Campus in Bukit Mertajam. This idea
was mooted by the former President of MELTA, Edwin
Malachi, Professor, Ph.D, Puveneswaran Karuppiah served
as the first president and Laysee Gregory was secretary.

		

							
							
							
						

Community Service: Story-telling Session at a Pre-School by
Student Teachers
Penang Chapter Leader Mrs Laysee Gregory with her
Committee Members

At the beginning, the chapter’s initial activity focused on
providing professional learning support for 5 cohorts
of non-graduate primary school teachers who were
undergoing the TESL twinning degree programme
between IPGKTB and USM. Their efforts have laid a
strong foundation upon which these English Language
teachers could keep abreast with the latest trends in ELT.
Today, MELTA Penang is committed to achieving the
goals of MELTA Malaysia under the President, Professor
Dr. Ganakumaran Subramaniam. Mrs. Laysee is now the
new Chapter leader for MELTA Penang.

Poetry-In-Motion Still I Rise by Maya Angelou by Students of
IPGK Tuanku Bainun Penang
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Shakespeare Day & Workshop organised by MELTA Penang & KL Shakespeare Players on 21 March 2019 at the Penang
Pac.

The Penang Chapter
conducted the UPSR and
SPM English writing
workshops on 23 to 24 July
2019 at PPD Langkawi.
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Second National Research Conference in English Language
Education

Laysee Gregory
The Second National Research Conference in English Language Education (NRCELE) 2019 was held successfully
at the Institute of Teacher Education, Tuanku Bainun Campus in Penang on 29 April 2019. NRCELE 2019 was cohosted by the Malaysian English Language Teaching Association (MELTA) Penang Chapter and the Institute of
Teacher Education Tuanku Bainun Campus. More than 300 delegates attended the event comprising 82 poster
presenters, four featured speakers and a forum.

Mohd Nasruddin Basar (Ph.D), Director of Centre of Research,
Development and Innovation, with Ganakumaran, Professor, Ph.D.,
Aslam Khan, Dr H.C., Datin Raja Mazuin, Ph.D, Latif, Laysee, Lye Suan
and a student teacher presenter.
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Academic Category
1. Silver: Ekkapon Phairot & Piyanud Treesattayanmunee, from University Science of Malaysia Penang
2. Silver: Rodiah Dali & Muhammad Raja Abdullah from the Kedah Engineering Matriculation College & Aimst
University respectively
3. Bronze: Haslina Hassan, Aliza Adnan and Lye Guet Poh from IPGK Ilmu Khas
4. Bronze: Khalipah Mastura Khalid from the Kedah Engineering Matriculation College
Teacher Category
1. Silver: Shazlin Elaiza Lazim, from SK Kuala Merah, Kuala Ketil, Kedah
2. Bronze: Tan Shi Min, from SMK Ibrahim, Pendang

Undergraduate Category
1. Nurshuhada bt Mohd Nasir, from IPGK Tuanku Bainun Penang
2. Nur Hidayah bt Fadillong and Muhammad Faizul b Mohd Ridzuan, from IPGK Perlis
3. Wardatul Ikhwana Mahali, from IPGK Gaya, Sabah

The award winners

All winners were awarded a certificate, a complimentary one-year MELTA membership, a fee waiver and confirmed
slot at the next Melta International Research Conference in English Language Education 2019.
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Terengganu Chapter
Dr. Azlinda Bte Abd Aziz
Chapter Leader, Terengganu
The Terengganu ESL Pedagogical Practices Colloquium 2019 was jointly organised by the Terengganu Education
Depertment and Terengganu MELTA Chapter on 7 April 2019 at Universiti Malaysia. It provided a unique platform
for English teachers in Terengganu, teacher educators and practitioners to share their best practices, expertise and
research on teaching English as a second language. This colloquium also enabled educators to extend their knowledge,
skills and experience beyond the classroom and into teacher leadership promoting teacher professional development.
The collaborations established during this colloquium among all higher institutions in Terengganu, namely Universiti
Malaysia Terengganu (UMT), Universiti Sultan Zainal Abidin (UNIsZA), Universiti Teknologi MARA Dungun Campus
(UiTM), Institut Pendidikan Guru Kampus Dato’ Razali Ismail and IPG Sultan Mizan, have certainly propelled teacher
professional growth in Terengganu to greater heights.

A total of 40 paper presentations and 13 workshops were offered to participants and the abstracts in e-programme
book was made available online to all participants. The keynote speaker, Ganakumaran Subramaniam, Professor, Ph.D,
president of MELTA delivered a very interesting talk on Education for the Future.

The main committee members from top left: Rosyati Bte Abdul
Rashid, Nur Salina Bte Ismail, Azlinda Bte Abd Aziz, Ph.D
(Chapter Leader), Azza Jauhar Bte Ahmad Tajuddin, Ph.D, Hj.
Wan Zuraidi Bin Che Wan Zaid and Salma Bte Abd Razak.
Below left: Rohaida BteNgah and Nurul Huda Bte Omar.

Almost 300 participated in this colloquium.

MELTA Terengganu Chapter booth set up by student teachers
from IPG KDRI.
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Registration
counters ready to
accept participants
and presenters of
the colloquium

Launching of the MELTA
Terengganu Chapter by Hj
Shafruddin b Hj Ali Hussin,
Director of Terengganu State
Education Department and
Ganakumaran Subramaniam,
Professor, Ph.D, President of
MELTA.

Runners were 93 student teachers from UNIsZA
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Kota Kinabalu Chapter
Ease Chang
Chapter Leader, Kota Kinabalu
The session started with a presentation of a proposal
by Ng Kee Chuan, Ph.D. The proposal included various
suggestions based on the thrusts in the Malaysian
Education Blueprint 2013-2025, with a focus on the
delivery of education in Sabah. The suggestions which
ranged from higher level of state autonomy in education,
improvement on the delivery of early childhood
education and rural education, to solutions in improving
school governance and the teaching of English and STEM
in Sabah.
KK Chapter leader Ease Chang with some of her committee
members

The Fifth Sabah Education Round Table 2019
The MELTA Kota Kinabalu Chapter organised the Sabah
Education Roundtable last year and was invited to
participate in the 5th Sabah Education Roundtable,
held on the 6 April 2019 at Bilik Melaka, Kompleks
Pentadbiran Kerajaan Persekutuan Sabah, Kota Kinabalu.
The chapter was represented by Harold Ong. Organised
by the Sabah Interdenominational Education Committee
(SIEC), themed ‘Proposals for Improving Educational
Service and Impact’, the event was participated by 40
people who represented various organisations and
stakeholders in Sabah.

The proposal was later amended and improved based
on the comments and suggestions given by participants
of the roundtable. MELTA KK Chapter raised a point
that some of the relevant government agencies and
institutions both within and outside the Ministry of
Education could be roped in to collaborate with NGOs
to improve the delivery and provision of education in
Sabah.
The closing ceremony was officiated by Assistant
Minister of Education and Innovation Sabah, Mdm.
Jenifer Lasimbang and Mr. William Pan, the SiEC
chairperson who presented the proposal to the MInistry.
Ms. Lasimbang in the closing address thanked all
participants for their contribution and informed that the
state would strive its best within its capacity to improve
the education in Sabah.

MELTA Kota Kinabalu Chapter was invited by TFM (Teach For Malaysia) for a panel discussion titled ‘Understanding Sabah’s
Education Landscape Through Different Lens’ on 26 May 2019. The panellists were YB Jenifer Lasimbang, Assistant Minister of the
Ministry of Innovation & Education, Sabah; Mr. Gerard Benjamin, Committee Member of MELTA and Mr. Roger Chin Ken Fong, VicePresident of Sabah Law Society.
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Kuantan Chapter
Noor Azlinda Zainal Abidin
Chapter Leader, Kuantan
Let’s Chit Chat with Melta Kuantan Chapter is an initiative taken by
Melta Kuantan Chapter to provide a platform for critical educational
dialogue and exchange involving various stakeholders in Kuantan, whilst
promoting the use of spoken English during the sessions. Adapting an
impactful delivery system (Tedbet style), presenters are welcomed to
share ideas, experiences and knowledge on various topics of interest,
relating to education.

Four local prominent presenters had been invited to share their thoughts
on “Holistic Education: Why We Need to Advance Beyond Structural
Learning” on the first session of Let’s Chit Chat with Melta Kuantan
Chapter which was successfully held at Zooreka, Kuantan on the 28th
April 2019. The presenters were Noorjahan Sultan, an Award-winning educator, Suzanna Amir Mohammad, an
English language teacher with 12 years of experience as a cultural, art and dance coach, Jon Wong, an entrepreneur
and creative director, and Samuel Isaiah, another Award-winning educator. Topics presented ranging from Autism,
Arts, Culture and Diversity to Holistic Education.

MKC aims to conduct many more sessions of Let’s Chit Chat with Melta Kuantan Chapter soon in promoting a more
comfortable English-speaking culture among the educators in Pahang.

Presenters from top left: Jon Wong, Noorjahan Sultan, Samuel Isaiah, Suzanna Amir
Mohammad.

Noor Azlinda Zainal Abidin, Chapter Leader
(centre) with presenters and participants of
Let’s Chit Chat with MELTA Kuantan Chapter.
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Kuala Lumpur Chapter
Gladys Koshy
Chapter Leader, Kuala Lumpur

Chapter leader Gladys Koshy, her committee members with Aslam Khan, Dr H.C., Vice-President I MELTA, Chandrakala, Director of
Chapters and other MELTA exco members.

The Kuala Lumpur Chapter organised a symposium on
the 12 March 2019 on Assessment for Lifelong Learning.
The aim of the symposium was primarily to share ideas
of activities for assessment for learning, namely ProjectBased Learning and enhance teachers’ skills in making
valid judgements on progress
and achievement based on a
curriculum reference. Teachers
gained insight on how they
could combine standards
within the subject and across
subjects and thus enrich
pupils’ learning experience.

Participants were shown
how assessment for learning takes place throughout
the implementation of a project and not merely at the
end of a given task. The keynote speaker Ganakumaran
Subramaniam, Professor,
Ph.D. had the attention
of a hundred and six
participants
for
an
hour and a half, and left
them wanting to learn
more. This session was
followed with a Forum,
‘Voices on AFL’ which
provided a suitable
platform for panelists as
well as participants to

voice their views and concerns on AFL in their respective
schools.

After the forum the participants attended two sessions
of workshops which provided teachers with hands
on experiences in carrying out activities as well as
assessing choral speaking, poetry and speaking in an
English language class.
The Plenary was on the importance of feedback and
how this can motivate and enhance learning. This
symposium saw the collaboration among the State
Education Department (JPWPKL), the District Education
Departments (PPW Bangsar Pudu, PPD Sentul and PPD
Keramat) and MELTA. Feedback from the participants
certainly proved the success of the symposium.

Chapter leader Gladys Koshy and her committee with participants
of the symposium.
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Voices on Assessment for Learning
The following panelists from different
education sectors gave their views on
CEFR and KSSM.
Moderator: Gladys F. J
Panelists:
• Dr Ramesh Nair (CEFR)
• Noor Aini Bt Darus (SISC+)
• Ruthraynie (Head of Panel)
• Chuan Teik Min (Teacher)

Workshop 1: Rater Training
Participants had hands on experience on how to assess
students using the Performance Standards in the DSKP
for activities carried out in the classroom. This workshop
was conducted using authentic videos and presented by
Michelle Lim Pek Sim.

Workshop 3: Choral Speaking
Participants were exposed to techniques that will help
them in training students to write scripts and perform
them. Students were given the opportunity to participate
in a Choral Speaking competition held in Sunway Velocity
in September. This workshop was presented by Chan Lily
and facilitated by Li Sheau Jin.

Workshop 2: Project-Based Learning
The workshop focused on how to carry out PBL and to
assess it. Presenter Eugene Morais discussed on sharing
of best practices, facilitated by Amelia Tan, and followed
by hands-on activities on Literature in Action.

Collaboration between the State and District Education Officers
and KL MELTA committee members.

PLENARY
The effectiveness of AFL lies in the feedback given by
teachers to learners. This session addressed the different
kinds of feedback given to students.
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Sandakan Chapter
Shanti AG Krishnan
Chapter Leader, Sandakan
First launched in 2005, the chapter has since organised various workshops for English teachers in Sandakan. The last
workshop Literacy and Creative Methodology was carried out in 2011. After a period of inactivity, the Sandakan
Chapter was newly registered with Chapter Leader Santhi AG Krishnan at the helm. On the 23- 24 April 2019, the
Chapter had the honour of collaborating with the Sandakan District Education Department under the District
Transformation Programme to organise a 2-day symposium Exploring New Paradigms and Enhancing Teaching
and Learning in the 21st Century Classroom where four impactful workshop sessions were conducted by the MELTA
Exco Committee.

Chapter leader Shanti AG Krishnan and her committee members

The keynote address delivered by Ganakumaran Subramaniam,
Professor, Ph.D, MELTA President, stressed on the five cores of
MELTA ecosystem—Learner Development, Teacher Development,
Research and Scholarship, Social Responsibility and Partnership.

The first and second workshops conducted by Datin Cynthia
Yolanda Doss, Assoc. Prof., Ph.D, Director of Training were on
Applying Brain-based Principles in the ESL Classroom (for teachers)
and Brain-Compatible Activities for Vocabulary Learning, Recall
and Retention (for students). In that short three-hour session,
teachers and students were shown the different techniques to
acquire and retain meaningful words and information through
visualisation, words association and images.

The third workshop entitled The Dynamics of Differentiated
Teaching and Learning in the 21st Century TL Environment – A
Where and How Happening was conducted by Ms Chandrakala
Raman, the Director of Chapters Bureau. Teachers were
shown techniques that when applied, will result in continuous
engagement and consolidation. During this workshop, teachers
were given at least two types of differentiation teaching and
learning strategies and were asked to reflect on their teaching
methods in their own groups before sharing their methods with
teachers from other groups.
The fourth Workshop, Writing and Presentation: Research Articles
was done by Cheah Swi Ee Ph.D., Director of Special Projects.
Prior to the workshop, most teachers thought that writing a

Keynote Address by MELTA President, Ganakumaran
Subramaniam, Professor, Ph.D

The Dynamics of Differentiated Teaching and Learning
in the 21st Century TL Environment – A Where and
How Happening by Ms Chandrakala Raman
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research article would be a herculean task. After the
session, however, most agreed that it was doable and
several teachers made a commitment to carry out their
research and to submit their articles to MELTA journals.
For the final slot of the symposium, Form Four and
Form Five students were invited to participate in the
Way With Words Competition, by Cheah Swi Ee, Ph.D.
Although it was a competition for students, most
teachers stayed back to understand the competition
rules and procedures. This is a fun activity to carry out
under the Highly Immersive Programme (HIP).

Participants and
winners of the
Way with Words
Competition with their
prizes.

The MELTA Sandakan Chapter aims to build on Melta’s
tradition of developing knowledge and professionalism
among English Language teachers through various
courses, workshops, symposiums and conferences,
driven by our teaching community’s desire to move
forward and embrace new challenges.

A token of appreciation to the Sandakan District Education
Department.
Datin Cynthia Yolanda Doss. Assoc. Prof, Ph.D, explaining to teachers
about Applying Brain-based Principles in the ESL Classroom.

Sandakan Chapter committee members with our collaborative
partner, the Sandakan District Education Department.
Writing and Presentation: Research Articles by Cheah Swi Ee, Ph.D.

Brain-Compatible Activities for Vocabulary Learning, Recall and
Retention by Datin Cynthia Yolanda Doss. Assoc. Prof, Ph.D.

The Speakers, Organising Committee Members and Symposium
participants in a group photo.
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Tawau Chapter
Jen Renita Mappah
Chapter Leader, Tawau
MELTA Tawau Chapter has started its journey in 2004
where the launching and workshop “Reading for
Fun” was held at Seafest Hotel, Semporna on 19 to 20
November. At that time, Mdm Vera Voo was the Chapter
Leader. Currently, she is the OUM Director at the Tawau
Learning Centre.

Prior to that, on 2 February, 2019, the Chapter
conducted a Mini Workshop under Teacher Sharing
Session (Professional Learning Community) themed
“Sharing Your Story on an International Platform” held
at the Multipurpose Room, Tawau Public Library. This
session was attended by MELTA committee members
and teachers who shared their knowledge and skills for
professional development in teaching.

Chapter Leader Jen Renita Mappah, Chapter Advisor, Vera Voo
and PPD Tawau Officer photo with Chapter committee members

In 2018 and 2019, the newly revived Tawau chapter,
organised its first mini pilot project of the Melt-AHeart Book Donation Campaign in SK Merotai Besar,
Tawau, Sabah on 19 February, 2019. This project was
conducted by the new Chapter Leader, Miss Jen Renita
Mappah, an English teacher who has been actively
involved with MELTA Conferences since 2009. The
promotion of Melt-A-Heart Project was intended to
create awareness of caring and sharing responsibility
for learning opportunities through book donation
campaigns. The team managed to spread the benefits
of the project under the Highly Immersive Program for
English Language in schools, a program conducted by
the Ministry of Education, Malaysia.
Tawau launched its Chapter and organised a symposium
themed “MELTA Tawau Chapter as a platform for CPD & PLC:
Being Creative & Innovative in English Language Teaching”
on 16 March 2019. Present at the event were the MELTA exco
committee members Cheah Swi Ee, Ph.D, Director of Special
Projects and Tam Lye Suan, Director of Publications.

At the opening address, Cheah Swi Ee, Ph.D who
represented MELTA president Ganakumaran , Prof. Ph.D,
spoke about MELTA and its activities as well as Society
5.0 while Ms Tam shared with teachers how to publish
their works with the bureau and to represent MELTA at
international conferences through the MELTA grant.
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The successful event was attended by more than 60
teachers, students and lecturers from teacher training
colleges, primary and secondary schools from Tawau,
Kunak, Semporna and Lahad Datu. Some came as
participants and presenters for the Paper Presentations
and Creative Teacher Showcases.

Among the objectives of the symposium were to
launch MELTA Tawau Chapter in Tawau as a platform
of Continuous Professional Development among
teachers in Tawau, Kunak, Semporna and Lahad Datu
under the Professional Learning Community (PLC; to
collaborate with Tawau Education Department and
other government & private sectors in promoting EL for
teachers, pupils & community as whole and to promote
the 3Ls’ Concept of Self-Directed Learning.

We are so proud and humbled to see the passion and
enthusiasm of teachers who participated in the Creative
Teacher Showcases and the Paper Presentations.
Winners received Gold, Silver and Bronze awards for
best presentations, and best project conducted by
teachers and students. The activities held promoted
the culture of practising classroom action research and
sharing of findings which would benefit the education
community in Tawau.

The Tawau Chapter team hopes to collaborate with other
educational institutions, especially the OUM Tawau Learning
Centre, whose head, Ms. Vera Voo is the advisor for MELTA
Tawau Chapter, officers at PPD Tawau, Tawau English
Language Teachers Club and other government and private
sectors for future events by the MELTA Tawau Chapter.
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Vera Voo
Chapter Advisor,
First Chapter Leader,
Tawau

After 15 years from the first launch of Tawau Chapter,
I can see a great difference in the English language
teachers when they are more willing to step forward
to upskill themselves professionally. The advancement
of technology does make a change from what it was
15 years ago. With technology, teachers can easily
practise continuous professional development. I wish
Tawau Chapter every success.
development (CPD). It is no more a dream, now you
can pursue the knowledge to advance further and upskill yourself with the help of technology.

Flashback to 2004, MELTA Tawau Chapter first launch.
Vera Voo seated with Aslam Khan, Dr H.C., Vice-President I,
Malachi Edwin, Professor, Ph.D., Ganakumaran, Professor,
Ph.D, MELTA President and Paramasvary Arumugam.

The MELTA Tawau Chapter was first launched in
2004. Back then, I was the Language officer in the
Tawau Education Department and was introduced to
MELTA through Paramasvary Arumugam, an English
teacher and a MELTA member. She told me about
MELTA and its aim to assist English language teachers.
As an English language officer and a TESLian, I was
keen to know more about MELTA. During those years,
PPSMI was the focus for primary and secondary
school teachers. English teachers from primary and
secondary schools were sent in batches for courses
conducted in hotels. I was one of the Master trainers
at that time and conducted regular in-house courses
for teachers. The challenge that I faced was the lack
of courage in teachers to write an abstract. They have
the ability but lack the courage. After fifteen years,
teachers today have more courage to take part in
conferences for their professional development. For
example, Creative Teacher Showcase (CTS) provides
a platform for the teachers to display their best
practices in school. MELTA motivates English teachers
to be creative and innovative, more importantly,
there is an opportunity for continuous professional

There was a brief hiatus after the launch of Tawau
chapter. Teachers were too preoccupied with ongoing courses or events and for some, MELTA was a
choice and not a compulsory commitment. Some
are not willing to pay to be the member. Some gave
excuses not to attend MELTA’s meetings due to fatigue
and heavy workload.
In the last two decades, MELTA has evolved with
great success. Now, there is the annual International
conference. MELTA has since grown to be an ELE
powerhouse. I observed that teachers are more willing
to join the MELTA activities, meet people and learn
and share best practices with them. At least they can
come forward to practise their public speaking skills.
It is indeed an excellent platform for teachers to talk
to other local and international educators in the field
of English language education. Thus, it is imperative
for Tawau teachers to continue to grow and be the
best they can be in their teaching career. I wish the
Tawau chapter every success it deserves!
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Melaka Chapter
Jai Shree A/P Bipinchandra
Chapter Leader, Melaka
The Melaka Chapter was launched on 25 June 2019
with Jai Shree A/P Bipinchandra as its Chapter leader,
Daphne Rosaline A/P Henry Thomas, Secretary, P. M.
Nagarajan Pillai A/L Murugapan, Treasurer and four
Committee members Norin Norain Binti Zulkifli, Purnee
A/P Balakrishnan, Noorsyazura Binti Abdul Rahman
and Carolyn Boey Kwan Pheng
The Institut Perguruan Guru Kampus Perempuan
Melayu, Durian Daun, Melaka in collaboration with the
Melaka Chapter, organised its “First International ELT
Symposium: Raising a Reading Generation.” At hand to
officiate the opening ceremony of the symposium was
Aslam Khan bin Samahs Khan, Dr H.C, the Vice-President
I of MELTA.

A total of 79 teachers, lecturers and officers from
schools, colleges and officers from Education
Departments and District Education officers from
Melaka, Johor and Sabah attended the symposium. The
Teacher Trainees from IPG Kampus Perempuan Melayu
also came in full force and helped with the registration,
printing of certificates and setting up the venue for
the event. The three invited speakers are all notable
personalities in their fields, namely Willy Renandya,
Ph.D, Loh Chin Ee, Ph.D, both from Nanyang Technological
University, Singapore and Datin Cynthia Yolanda Doss,
Assoc. Prof, Ph.D of Nottingham University, Malaysia and
Director of Training, MELTA.

Aslam Khan Samahs Khan, Dr. H.C,
Vice-President I of MELTA officiating
the opening ceremony of the symposium

The programme kicked off with the keynote address by
Willy Renandya, Ph.D with his talk entitled “Can Extensive
Reading Really Improve Language Proficiency?” He
engaged the audience with his stories of successful
English Language Learners who were ardent readers.
Datin Cynthia Yolanda Doss, Assoc. Prof, Ph.D., spoke
on “Reading and Brain Blooming”, how the brain-based
teaching approach helps learners to engage in reading
tasks and eventually instil a love for reading in learners.
Loh Chin Ee, Ph.D., spoke on “Spark Joy”, describing how
educators can help pupils become enthusiastic readers
through activities outside the walls of the classroom.

There were also paper presentations by Ms. Mary Chye
and Ms. Lee Yean Lay on “The How and the Why of Dialogic
Reading” and “Reading Joys and Chores–Growing Pains
in Raising a Reading Generation” respectively. Ms. Jai
Shree A/P Bipinchandra and Ms. Zainon Noor “Drama
Strategies to Improve Reading Skills Among Primary
School Pupils” followed by Ms. Roslina Rasdi & Mr.
Vasudevan Ramasamy who spoke about the importance
of vocabulary knowledge in reading proficiency.
The Melaka Chapter Committee extends its heartfelt
gratitude to the Director of IPG Kampus Perempuan
Melayu, Pn. Siti Norkiah binti Idris and Jane Cheok Mei
Lick, Ph. D., Head of the Language Department for allowing
the Melaka Chapter to be a part of this symposium.
Overall, it was an informative and interesting event with
teachers suggesting other activities for the coming year.

The Committee Members with the speakers

Datin Cynthia
Yolanda Doss,
Assoc. Prof,
Ph.D., Director of
Training, MELTA
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Perak Chapter
Chong Su Lin, Ph.D.
Chapter Leader, Perak
In 2019, the Perak Chapter committee underwent a reshuffle. By April, a new committee was put together.
This new committee is made up of teachers, specialist
coaches and university lecturers from in and around
Perak who are all dedicated to the cause of English
language teaching. As a team, this committee brings
together shared experience to try and think of ways to
share, enhance and promote creative ways of language
teaching.

So far, two committee meetings have been carried out.
In the first committee meeting, it was agreed that the
chapter will be dedicated to work towards the chapter
aim, which is to promote and advocate for MEANINGFUL

language teaching. This came about from the members’
candid sharing about how classroom practices can
sometimes be exam-focused and by that, detached
from actual language use. Thus, apart from attending
some of the activities organised by other chapters and
having learnt from their good work, this chapter is in
discussion to also run a half-day activity for English
teachers from schools in Perak Tengah and Kinta
Selatan. The event is planned for the last quarter of
2019.
In the meanwhile, this new committee is excited about
what is in store for Perak and will work hard towards
achieving their goal.

Left to right: MELTA President
Ganakumaran, Professor, Ph.D, Joanna Tan,
Ph.D. , Chong Su Li, Ph.D, Farini Ahmad
Fadil, Sumathi Renganathan, Ph.D and Mr.
Aslam Khan, Dr. H.C., (at the NRCELE, Bukit
Mertajam, organised by the Penang Chapter)

From left to right: Dr. Sumathi, Dr. Chong, Dr. Puteri
Rohani, Pn. Farini (at the NRCELE, Bukit Mertajam,
organised by Penang Chapter)
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Kuching Chapter
Faith Wong Woei Ling
Chapter Leader, Kuching

Chapter leader Faith Wong, Rebecca and Aida shadowing
Director of Special Projects, Cheah Swi Ee, Ph.D and
Ms Chandrakala in the Way With Words Competition held in
conjunction with Borneo English Language Festival 2018.
Chapter leader Faith Wong with her committee members, MELTA
President Ganakumaran, Professor, Ph.D, Vice- President I Aslam
Khan, Dr H.C. Mr Jamiran (IPGBL) and Ms Anus (IPGTAR)

Kuching Chapter has came a long way with a very
successful event back in 2011, the Asia-TEFL which has
left lasting impression among EL practitioners. Last
year, an attempt to revive Kuching Chapter to its more
glorious days was done through the set-up of a very
small committee of five members to form a Chapter
committee. These five committee members are Ms
Faith Wong (PPD Kuching), Ms Rebecca Chieng (Kids
Speak), Ms Hazelynn Rymbar (MESTR), Ms Aida Izam
Bujang (PPD Sri Aman) and Ms Magdalene Muuk (SMK
Tebakang). They share the same vision and passion for
English language education and practices in the state.
The first meeting was conducted over coffee in Kuching
International Airport where one of the members had to
fly out for official duty right after the brief meet. It is
said a thousand miles begin with a first step, and this
first step is almost impossible without great support
from the MELTA Committee.

Chapter leader Faith Wong with Dr Cheah, Ms Chandrakala
during the Borneo English Language Festival 2018

Participants of the Way With Words Competition during the Borneo
English Language Festival 2018 with Polytechnic Sarawak

Subsequently, this new committee had the privilege to
collaborate with Kuching Polytechnic in conducting
the “Way With Words Competition for Borneo English
Language Festival” (5-8 September 2018) where Dr
Cheah Swi Ee (Director of Special Projects) and Ms
Chandrakala (Director of Chapters) had flown in to
conduct training for the committee members. The
committee members were mentored and shadowed the
trainers during the competition. This gradual revival of
Kuching Chapter in 2018 paved way to the 28th MELTA
International Conference on 13-15 August 2019 at
Riverside Majestic Kuching.
Prior to the conference, chapter committee had meetings
with the main committee and was assisted in many ways
to be the local contact for the conference. Some of the
meetings include the Dr Haji Azhar, Director of Sarawak
State Education Department, Mr Sharkawi Amit, CEO
of Sarawak Arts Council, Mr Jamiran Salam, Director
of IPG Batu Lintang, Ms Anis Abdullah Director of IPG
Tun Abdul Razak, , MESTR and Chief Minister’s Office.
The Kuching Chapter has since grown bigger with new
committee members on board. It is hoped that the
Chapter can continue to thrive and grow sustainably in
the coming years.
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Kelantan Chapter
Nik Norliza Bte Hj Nik Ismail
Chapter Leader, Kelantan

2019 is an auspicious year for ELT practitioners in
Kelantan because MELTA is here. Our team consists of
nine talented and committed ELT practitioners and
an associate member, Mr Andrew Nicholas Williams,
coming from different kinds of backgrounds. MELTA
Kelantan Chapter (MKC) is well represented at all levels
of education and we have representatives from primary,
secondary, tertiary (UMK and UiTM Machang) and local
education officers (PPD & JPN). This chapter aims to
become the bridge that connects ELT practitioners in
Kelantan with those outside.

We kicked off our first project
called PotLuCk on 2 March
2019. The term is used because
the concept of PLC in Potluck
brings positive vibes and
perhaps could attract more
participations
from
the
practitioners here.

POTLUCK 1.0 saw us
collaborating with Universiti
Malaysia Kelantan (UMK)
and Cambridge English For Life
(CEFL). The workshop was conducted by Shari Wiemer
from CEFL HQ. There were 40 practitioners teaching at
primary schools who registered and attended the oneday programme.

The feedback received from the participants was
excellent! They all enjoyed the sessions and hope that
we could bring more interesting workshops in future.
Indeed the second round of POTLUCK is scheduled
to take place in November 2019 and we willfocus on
teachers, teaching at lower secondary level.

POTLUCK Participants

We also would like to take this opportunity to inform
that we have started working on our Kelantan English
Language Teaching Symposium which will take place
in 2020. Among preparations that have been done
include website development, establishing organising
committee, meeting with Thailand Consulate and
Datuk Hassan of Wadi Sofia International School for
competitions collaboration and approaching invited
speakers for the event.
All in all, MKC is excited to host more workshops and
symposiums in the future. We hope that by establishing
this chapter, the language learning and teaching in
Kelantan, as well as the professional development among
ELT Practitioners in Kelantan, will be more vibrant and
colourful.

With the Thai Consulate
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Special Interest Groups

MELTA English Language Teachers
Network (MELTN)
Sivabala Naidu, Ph.D
Director, Special Interest Groups

MELTA places much importance to the professional development of all English Language teachers as a means for
teachers to continually learn both formally and informally for the enhancement of knowledge and skills. Hence, a
MELTA English Language Teachers Network Bureau (MELTN) has been proposed to be set-up with the aim of connecting
English language teachers across Malaysia, the region and internationally to provide opportunities for professional
development. This bold move comes at an apt time, to embrace developments within the world of professional teacher
networking, making this bureau more relevant to the current context, by tapping on to real-world developments in
terms of how professional learning circles operate in the 21st century.
MELTN is set to replace the Special Interest Group Bureau (SIG) after MELTA’s AGM next year. With this development,
the Teacher Development for Beginning English Teachers (TEDBET), the most active SIG over the past six years, will
be the main livewire of MELTN and continue its excellent collaborative work in offering both online and offline regular
professional development and community engagement activities to its group members, in particular and MELTA
members as a whole.
MELTN, once officially formed has set its sights on expanding its network to the ASEAN and international regions. In
the long run, MELTN is expected to expand MELTA’s reach to more English language teachers internationally.
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2018 in Review
27th MELTA International Conference and MELTA’s 60th Anniversary

2018 was a spectacular year for MELTA. It marked six decades of
MELTA’s service to the nation since its inception in 1958. The special
occasion was celebrated in conjunction with MELTA’s flagship
international conference. The conference gave us the opportunity
to celebrate our achievements and transformation over the last
60 years. These achievements and the impact of our numerous
activities related to English language education was captured in an
exclusive coffee-table book entitled, The MELTA Story—Service to the
Nation (1959-2018). In the early years, MELTA organised its annual
international conferences in up to four locations across the country.
The hope was to provide opportunities for as many English language
teachers as possible to participate in international conferences.

Today, MELTA International conferences are held in just one location but the conference is taken to different states in
Malaysia as part of our national outreach initiative to connect with ELT communities nationwide. It also ensures that
Malaysian educators from all states have the opportunity to participate in this international event.

After almost a decade, 2018 witnessed the MELTA international conference returning
to Johor Bahru. The 27th MELTA International Conference was held at the Berjaya
Waterfront Hotel, Johor Bahru from 18 to 20 August 2018 themed Changing the Game:
English Language in Education 4.0.
The opening ceremony of the 27th
International Conference was graced and
officiated by our royal patron, DYMM Raja
Zarith Sofiah Binti Almarhum Sultan Idris
Shah, the Permaisuri Johor. Professor Tan
Sri Dzulkifli Abdul Razak, Rector of the
International Islamic University Malaysia,
and Advisor of the National Education for
Sustainable Development Work Group
delivered the keynote address.

Several special awards were given out during the conference. On stage to receive the
awards from DYMM Raja Zarith Sofiah were Ms Nor Fadzleen Saadon of SMK Bandar Baru Uda for the MELTA–Hyacinth
Gaudart Award for Outstanding Achievements in English Language Education and M-Suites Executive Director Datin
Dr. Maimunah Abdul Rahman for the The Raja Zarith Award for CSR in English Language Education. The conference
was well-represented by local and International delegates from Bangladesh, Canada, India, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia,
Maldives, New Zealand, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Thailand, United Kingdom, and Vietnam who convened to meet,
network and engage in lively exchanges about English language education.

The conference was also attended by representatives from our
regional partners in English Language Teaching Associations such
as TEFLIN Indonesia, the Korean Association of Teachers of English,
Thai TESOL, KOTESOL, Korea and JALT, Japan, who presented papers
and conducted workshops. All conference delegates were feted to a
sumptuous gala dinner. On the third and final day of the conference,
YBhg Dato’ Sulaiman Wak, the Deputy Director-General of Education
(Educational Policy and Development) officiated the closing of the
conference, marking an end to another hugely successful academic
conference.
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Certification, Endorsement and Training

Contributing Towards Empowering
English Language Teachers
Datin Cynthia Doss, Assoc. Prof., Ph.D
Director, Training

MELTA, sixty-one years ago realised that a great teacher is critical
to student achievement. It is for this reason that MELTA is deeply
committed to representing all Malaysian English language educators,
contributing towards their continuous professional development in
line with national goals and aspirations. The MELTA Training Bureau
administers a range of top quality training programmes and workshops
to Malaysian schools, educators, learners and the corporate sector.
Custom-based programmes are also designed to meet the various needs
of clients. The committee also collaboratively conducts training with
other professional bodies and universities.

MELTA is run completely by Malaysians professionally involved in the education
and teaching of English language. MELTA has a sound research-driven knowledge
based on language education in Malaysia and the important role of English in
education advancements. MELTA’s strength lies in its in-depth understanding
about education in Malaysia at all levels. The organisation is well-networked and
respected nationally and internationally. In Malaysia, MELTA serves at advisory
level committees for the Ministry of Education. We have successfully conducted
training and workshops on MUET for the Royal Military College, Writing for
Scientific journals for Seremban Hospital, Program evaluation for Q’ Dees, Mind
Mapping for St. Paul’s Primary School, Workshop for Teachers and Students in a
few schools in Sabah etc.

With the changing landscape of education and to meet the current demands for continuous teacher development, the
MELTA Training Bureau has rebranded itself to the MELTA Bureau of Certification, Endorsement and Training which
aims to educate and empower English teachers to develop competencies and skills in the teaching of English. The
Bureau also aims to provide knowledge and expertise to promote and improve the quality and standards of English
language education (ELE) offered through:
1 Professional development programmes.
2 English language assessments.
3 English language proficiency and competencies development programmes.
4 English language and education teaching materials.

The Bureau will
1 Manage and deliver MELTA developed English language professional teaching certificate programmes.
2 Conduct customised ELE professional teacher development training programmes.
3 Collaborate with other professional bodies, schools and universities to develop bespoke English proficiency
courses as well as undertake the training.
4 Undertake quality assurance audits an offer endorsements to third party developed ELE programmes and materials.
5 Undertake quality assurance audits an offer endorsements to third party developed ELE assessments.

The Bureau hopes to contribute to the service of training English teachers to develop competencies and skills in the
teaching of English.

LEARNER DEVELOPMENT
Learner development aims at developing the English language
skills in the ESL learners. Besides teacher development, learners
who are students will be given opportunities to participate
in MELTA activities such as workshops, seminars, language
camps (CHILD), Way with Words (WWW) and Project-Based
Learning (PBL) competitions. These activities which fully support
teachers, schools and institutions of higher education are aimed
at improving language skills and proficiency among students. A
new competition, the Malaysian International Students Innovation
and Creativity Challenge (MISSIC) will be introduced in April 2020.
Way WIth Words (WWW)
Project-Based Learning (PBL)
Child
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Special Projects

Way With Words
Towards Learner Development & Social Responsibility
Cheah Swi Ee, Ph.D
Director, Special Projects
The Special Projects Bureau aims to contribute towards promoting English language learning and literacies directly
among the learners through its flagship programmes: Way With Words competition and MELT-A-HEART, a corporate
social responsibility project. These programmes have been organised annually for more than ten years now.

Way With Words started as an initiative undertaken by
MELTA to encourage English language learning, particularly
on vocabulary, among students. The competition was first
launched in 2008 during the 17th MELTA International
Conference in Penang, Selangor and Sabah. Since then, the
competition has gone through a few upgrades to reflect the
development and needs of English language education.

Way With Words is
an
English
language
competition with the
Malaysian flavour. Unlike
a spelling competition or
Spelling Bee, Way With
Words has been designed
to include English language
teaching principles and
elements of a popular
traditional
language
game. The objective is to
provide participants with
an enriching learning
experience
through
healthy competition. Apart
from being held during the annual MELTA international conference, Way With
Words has also been sponsored by various institutions, e.g. Expomal, SIME Darby
and MIDF, to be held as CSR or public competitions.
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The competition is open to all Malaysian
schools with two categories: Upper
Primary (10-12 years old) and Lower
Secondary (13-15 years old). For more
details, visit www.melta.org.my.

MELTA – Oxford Fajar Way With Words 2018
In 2018, Oxford Fajar was the main sponsor for Way With Words, which
was held in conjunction with the 27th MELTA International Conference.

A total of 48 teams (144 students) participated in the MELTA-Oxford Fajar
Way With Words competition held in Johor Bahru, Johor. There were 27
teams in the Upper Primary category and 21 teams in the Lower Secondary
category. Winners of each category are as follows:
Award

GOLD
(RM800 per category)
SILVER
(RM500 per category)
BRONZE
(RM300 per category)

Upper Primary

SK Bandar Putra, Johor

SK Taman Melawati, KL

SK Taman Nusa Perintis, Johor

Lower Secondary
SMK Impian Emas Johor

Sri Bintang Secondary School, Johor

SMK Infant Jesus Convent, Johor
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Way With Words in BELFest 2018
In September 2018, MELTA was
invited to colloaborate with Politeknik
Kuching Sarawak for the “Borneo
English Language Festival 2018
(BELfest).” This event 2018 hosted
128 students from polytechnics and
community colleges in peninsular,
Sabah and Sarawak.
As part of the collaboration, the
unique experience of Way With Words
competition was brought to Kuching,
Sarawak and benefitted students from
polytechnics and community colleges.
13 teams of students participated in
the Way With Words competition and
the winners are as follows:

BELfest 2018 Way With Words Winners

Champion

1st Runner-Up

2nd Runner-Up

Politeknik Metro Betong
(Priscilla Dayang Jack, Nursyuwari Jainuddin and Mohd
Qandil Cheang Yew Heng)
Politeknik Sandakan Sabah
(Tinessha Paramasivam, Ganeshwaran Ramesh and
Khairulizzwan Sharin)

Politeknik Kota Kinabalu Sabah
(Nurerfarina Famizah Mohd Razali, Edelyn Villamor and
Muhd Hafiezul Bahar)
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MELTA President Project-Based
Learning Competition & Award
Empowering Students’ Learning
Cheah Swi Ee, Ph.D
Director, Special Projects

Project-Based Learning (PBL) is essentially about students and their learning. Through PBL, students take charge
of their learning by making personal connection to real-world issues and practices. It is a process that encourages
students themselves to take initiative, solve problems and communicate ideas. Students are engaged in deep learning
that is empowering and sustainable.
The MELTA President PBL Award is set to recognise project-based learning activities that showcase students’ learning
beyond the classroom. The award of a certificate of international standing and cash prizes is given to winners of the
MELTA PBL competition.
Held in conjunction with the MELTA International Conference, students are given an international platform to exhibit
and present their projects. This competition is open to all primary school students (aged between 7 and 12) and
secondary school students aged between 13 and 17 from ALL schools in Malaysia.

designed by brgfx
To participate in the PBL competition, all entries must fulfil the following criteria:
• Long-term project between 3 weeks and more
• Collaborative in a group of 3 to 6 students
• Integrated with real-world issues and / or practices, or solving a real world problem
• Interdisciplinary - a combination of several subject areas, not just English
• Multi-skills/21st century skills/Education 5.0 skills incorporating English language competence, communication
skills, collaboration within and outside the team, creative and critical thinking skills, design thinking, innovation,
technology/digital skills, financial and project management skills and others. For more information, visit us at
www.melta.org.my.
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Camp House for Innovative
Language Development (CHILD)
T.E.D.B.E.T: In the Limelight
Warid Mihat

Ever since the first Camp House for Innovative
Language Development better known as
CHILD 1.0 in 2015 was organised, we have
been resilient in our effort to serve the future
generations by bringing the best experience
from our classrooms into their learning
horizon. By doing this, we do not just provide
opportunities for students to learn language
in a fun way, but also create opportunities for
English language teachers to exchange views
and motivate each other. This has been the core
value of the Teacher Development for Beginning
English Language Teachers (TEDBET) since
its inception: connecting beginning English
language teachers in Malaysia under one
umbrella through core activities such as CHILD
and BEEP (Best English Education Practices)
webinars.

CHILD, being one of MELTA’s signature
events provide opportunities for beginning
English language teachers and mentors to
put their brains together to plan and conduct
innovative language activities for students.
By doing so, student participants get the
golden opportunity to gain memorable and
meaningful L2 learning experience in a fun
atmosphere.

Early this year, TEDBET organised CHILD 7.0
for more than 180 students from SMK Raja
Mahadi and SMK Padang Jawa Klang with
20 young, highly-charged and enthusiastic
facilitators, who had come from all around
Malaysia to execute innovative language
activities for the participants. CHILD 7.0
which was officiated by was also conducted
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to contribute to the Highly Immersive
Programme launched a day earlier
at SMK Raja Mahadi. With the theme
‘English the Way Ahead’, the organiser
had envisioned CHILD 7.0 as a catalyst
to promote the value of English for
students’ future needs. Indeed, this
goal was successfully achieved as
indicated by the feedback we received.
CHILD 7.0 ended with a Talent-Show
where students were required to
response creatively and aesthetically
to a theme provided to them. Everyone,
including the facilitators were truly
amazed with the display of such talent
in the form of magic shows, acting,
singing and dancing with English as the
medium of communication.
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RESEARCH & SCHOLARSHIP
Research is significant to building knowledge and facilitating
learning. In Research and Scholarship, MELTA strives to
spearhead and support the advancement of innovative teaching
practices that support teacher and learner development; built on
theoretical and practical knowledge for the diverse multilingual
and multicultural classrooms in Malaysia.
ELT Publications
Accreditation
Journals
MIRCELE
MELTA Annual
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Publications

ELT Publications and
The MELTA Annual
Tam Lye Suan
Director, Publications Bureau

The MELTA Publications Bureau
supports the development of content
and materials for publications.
Among its range of ELT publications
is the highly successful MELTASasbadi ELT series. Launched in
2002, this series was developed to
bring current research findings and
new knowledge in the field of English
language education to English
language educators, ELT curriculum
planners, textbook writers, graduate
students and researchers in Malaysia
and within the region. In addition, we
also collaborate with Universiti Sains
Malaysia Press for the ‘MELTA-USM
ELT in South East Asia Series’.

MELTA
vigorously
promotes
the research culture through
its
research
conference
and
outreach programmes. The MELTA
Publications
Bureau
actively
supports all these endeavours.
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In the past, the Bureau published MELTA Matters, a quarterly newsletter. MELTA Matters has since evolved over
the years to become the MELTA Annual, which highlights the transformation of the organisation and reports on its
numerous activities. In addition, the MELTA Annual also captures and archives experiences of ELT practitioners and
researchers in Malaysia. In essence, it represents MELTA and reflects the impact the organisation makes each year.
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l

2015
Saturday, 25 April
angan
n Horses, Seri Kemb
Palace of the Golde
1

TESL BLOCK

Institut Perguruan Kampus

Ilmu Khas,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Saturday, 25 November

2017

In Collaboration with

Institut Perguruan Kampus

Ilmu Khas

In 2018, the bureau published a 164-page coffee table book, entitled, The MELTA Story—Service to the Nation (19582018) to commemorate the 60th anniversary of MELTA. The MELTA Story chronicled MELTA’s incredible journey
from its humble beginnings in 1958 to what it is today—an established voluntary professional non-governmental
organisation advancing English Language education.
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Journals

The English Teacher and
The Malaysian Journal of ELT Research
Subarna Sivapalan, Ph.D.,
Director of Journals

MELTA is home to two journals, The English Teacher and The Malaysian Journal of ELT Research. Authors are invited
to submit articles that provide practical techniques and strategies for ELT, identify effective classroom-tested
instructional techniques and/or provide descriptions of procedures that can be implemented in classrooms with a
variety of students. Articles may also focus on insights and understanding about ELT research and its application to
the classroom. Starting 2018, the journals have also begun to publish special issues of papers presented at the MELTA
annual conference.

The English Teacher (ISSN 0128-7729) promotes effective English language teaching and learning, and is intended
for teachers and instructors who are primarily involved in teaching children and adults. The English Teacher was a
refereed journal published once a year before 2012. In 2012, two issues were published, and from 2013 onwards,
it has been publishing three issues (April, August, December) per year. It is an open access online journal, and is
indexed in MyCite, a citation index system developed by the Malaysian Citation Centre. The English Teacher has been
in publication since 1987. Raja Nor Safinas Raja Harun, Assoc. Prof., Ph.D., presently serves as the
Editor in Chief of The English Teacher.
The Malaysian Journal of ELT Research (ISSN: 1511-8002) aims to advance knowledge
of and to develop expertise in critical and scientific inquiry in English language
teaching and learning. The journal is intended for academicians, researchers, teacher
educators and graduate students who are involved in research and dissemination
of knowledge in the field. Two issues are published every year, namely in July and
December. The Malaysian Journal of ELT Research is an open access online journal,
also indexed in MyCite. Subarna Sivapalan, Ph.D., presently serves as the Editor-inChief.

MELTA Journals can be accessed online at https://journals.melta.org.my/. For more information, please contact Dr
Subarna Sivapalan, MELTA Director of Journals at mjadmedt@gmail.com.

9th MIRCELE 2019


16th November 2019 - Saturday
Taylor’s University Lakeside Campus

9th MELTA International Research Conference in English Language Education
Registration Fees

Students / MELTA Members
Groups of 10 or more
Others
International

Important Dates

: RM100
: RM 80
: RM150
: USD60

Abstract submission: 30st September 2019
Registration (Presenters): 15th October 2019
Registration (Participants): 30th October 2019
E-Poster Submission : 1st November 2019

Malaysian English Language Teaching Association (MELTA), in collaboration with Taylor’s
University, will be hosting the 9th International Research Conference in English Language

Education
2019.This conference is an initiative of Malaysian English Language Teaching
Association
(MELTA) to support the Ministry of Education’s vision for Malaysia to become a

centre of excellence for higher education.The conference serves as a platform for presenters in
English Language Education to share their research in this important area of scholarship.

CATEGORIES

Academics/Teacher Trainers
Teachers
Undergraduates/Teacher Trainees
Masters
PhD

KEY RESEARCH AREAS:





AWARDS
A certificate of recognition
An academic book voucher
A presentation slot at the 2020 MELTA International Conference
Fee waiver for the 2020 MELTA International Conference
A travel grant to 2020 MELTA International Conference
Complimentary one-year MELTA membership
(Malaysian award winners only)

FORMAT











The conference will consist of two rounds for every category. All presenters will first participate in

the E-poster
and poster presentation round. Shortlisted presenters will then move into the second
round which is an oral presentation. Therefore, all presenters must prepare for both a poster and
a slide show presentation

Presenters
are invited to submit a proposal (not exceeding 350 words) and a 50-word biodata on

htttp://mircele.melta.org.my.
The number of co-authors should not exceed more than 4 names.


The abstract
should contain:

Clear title that reflects the content of the paper.

Clear statement of research area
 Research questions
 Summary of research framework
 Summary of findings
Implications for English language education


ϵƚŚD/Z>ϮϬϭϵ
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Research & Development

International Research Conference
in English Language Education
(MIRCELE)
Paramaswari Jaganathan, Ph.D
Director, Research and Development

The
MIRCELE
conference
promotes and encourages quality
research among student teachers,
postgraduate students, teachers
and higher education academics
in Malaysia. This is the ninth year,
MELTA is convening the conference.
The teaching community and
stakeholders recognise MIRCELE
as a platform to learn, share
and grow in diverse ways via its
research conferences and numerous
competitions that caters to the group
of novice researchers as well as the
experienced researchers. Prominent
facilitators and speakers in the
featured workshops also provide
opportunity for researchers to keep
up with the current development
and initiate collaboration with
diverse groups of the ELE research
community.

In 2018, the bureau forged a
partnership with the Kulliyah of
Education, International Islamic
University, Kuala Lumpur to organise
the 8th Malaysian International
Research Conference in English
Language Education 2018. About
200 delegates attended and the
conference also saw international
participants from Libya, China, Iran,
Indonesia, Hong Kong, Nigeria and
Vietnam. There were 75 poster
presentations under five different
categories. A panel of 25 judges
from 20 local and international
instituitions of higher learning and
the institutes of teacher education in
Malaysia and abroad also joined in to
adjudicate the presentations.
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The winners under the various categories took home a certificate of recognition, a travel grant and fee-waiver to the
next MELTA international conference, academic book voucher and a complimentary one-year MELTA membership.
Four featured research workshops were presented by

1 Ganakumaran Subramaniam, Professor, Ph.D, the President of MELTA and Head of School of Education, University
of Nottingham on “Writing Up the Dissertation: Where All Your Work Comes Together”.
2 Supyan Hussin, Professor, Ph.D. (UKM), Center for Literacy and Sociocultural Transformation (CLaST)-UKM and
Director of Institute of Malay World & Civilisation (ATMA)- UKM, on “Literature Review”.

3 Shameem Rafik-Galeam Professor, Ph.D., Dean(UCSI) Dean, Faculty of Social Science & Liberal Arts, UCSI University
on “Research Design”.
4 Mark T. Gibson, Ph.D, Assistant Professor, University of Nottingham on “Publication”

MAJER

The Malaysian Journal of ELT Research
ISSN: 1511-8002
Frequency: Two issues a year

Chief Editor:
Subarna Sivapalan,
Ph.D.

MaJER aims to
advance
knowledge of and
to develop
expertise in critical
and scientiﬁc
inquiry in English
language teaching
and learning.
Authors are invited
to submit articles
that focus on new
theoretical
perspectives,
syntheses of
research,
discussions of

methodological
issues and scholarly
analyses of issues
in ELT. Articles may
also include
debates on a
variety of
perspectives, policy
and theories,
investigations of
alternative modes
of research in ELT,
examination of
trends in ELT and
the advancement
of knowledge and
understanding of
effective English

language teaching
and learning.
Visit http://
www.melta.org.my
to read the latest
and back issues of
MaJER, and for
information on how
to submit papers to
MAJER.

PARTNERSHIPS
One of the main reasons for MELTA resilience and sustainability
as an ELT organisation for 61 years, is its strategy of engaging
in strategic partnerships. The MELTA partnership agenda is
categorised into national and international partnerships.
International – Institutions & Associations
National – Institutions & Corporations
Ministry of Education
Consultancy
Projects
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Partnerships
National Partnerships
Nationally, MELTA has a range of public and private
partners. The Ministry of Education, Malaysia has
been a consistent supporter and contributor to all
MELTA activities since its inception. Other public
partners include state governments, public schools
and higher education institutions. MELTA also works
in partnership with government-linked companies
and agencies.

YB Teo Nie Ching, Deputy Education Minister of
Education with Aslam Khan, Dr H.C,, MELTA
Vice-President I
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International Partnerships
MELTA has reciprocal agreements to support cross-national professional development and research with the following
15 international organisations.
• Thailand TESOL
• KOTESOL, South Korea
• TEFLIN Indonesia
• ETA-ROC, Taiwan
• ELTAI India
• HAAL, Hong Kong
• IFT Sri Lanka
• JACET, Japan
• BELTA Bangladesh
• JALT, Japan
• CamTESOL, Cambodia
• PALT, Philippines
• ELTAM, Mongolia
• BELTA, Brunei Darussalam
• KATE, South Korea

Thai
TESOL

The Association
for the Teaching of English as a
Foreign Language in Indonesia

Brunei English
Language Teachers
Association

Bangladesh English
Language Teachers
Association

JACET (Japan Association of
College English Teachers)
Kate (Korea Association of
Teachers of English)

PALT (The Philippines
Association of Language
Teachers)

Hong Kong Association of College
English Teachers

The Japan Association for
Appled Linguistics
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Media Highlights

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
MELT-A-HEART is a MELTA CSR project. The project is a book
collection programme that aims to enhance reading literacy
among children in the rural areas. Each year during the MELTA
International Conference, the Junior ambassadors will manage
the MELT-A-HEART booth to collect books and raise funds for
this purpose. To date, the MELT-A-HEART project has benefitted
more than 40 schools all over the country.
MELT-A-HEART
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Melt-A-Heart
A MELTA Corporate Social Responsibility Project

MELTA Annual 2019

In 2018, the MELT-A-HEART project was run successfully during the MELTA
International Conference under the leadership of Mdm Lim Chooi Hoon and
Mdm Syafinaz Abdullah. The junior ambassadors of MELT-A-Heart achieved
a sales amount of RM3719.00 over the three-day conference. The collection
of books also reached an unprecedented number. Besides books collected
during the conference, 3701 books were collected solely by Ms. Raveenajit
Kaur Kalvant Singh who was given a recognition award by the Royal Patron.
Books and educational materials were collected and donated to the following
beneficiaries:
•
•
•
•

SK Tg Adang, JB
SJKC Kuo Kuang 2, JB
SJKT Ldg Tebrau, P.Gudang
SK Kampung Bulau, Sarawak

• SK Sacred Heart, Sibu
• S Pedalaman Sarawak
• SK Punan BA, Belaga Sarawak

Under the Special Project Bureau, Way
With Words and MELT-A-Heart have
brought meanings to many children’s
lives that go beyond English language
learning. Even the junior ambassadors,
who started as young children tagging
along their parents in manning the MELTA-Heart booth, have grown to become
confident and compassionate young
people driven by a good cause.

The Special Projects Bureau hopes these
programmes will continue to touch
the lives of many more. Institutions
and corporate companies interested in
running these programmes are most
welcome to contact MELTA for further
details.

Books solely collected by Ms.
Raveenajit Kaur Kalvant Singh
for MELT-A-Heart
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A journal of the Malaysian English Language Teaching Association
Anjournal
open access
online journal,
by Teaching
Malaysian
Citation Index
A
of the Malaysian
Englishindexed
Language
Association
Frequency: Three issues a year
An open access online journal, indexed by Malaysian Citation Index
Frequency: Three issues a year

Chief Editor

Raja Safinas, Assoc. Prof., Ph.D.

Chief Editor

Raja Safinas, Assoc. Prof., Ph.D.

Contact
mjadmedt@gmail.com
Contact
mjadmedt@gmail.com

The English Teacher promotes
effective English language
teaching
learning,
and it
The Englishand
Teacher
promotes
is effective
intendedEnglish
for teachers
and
language
instructors
who
are
primarily
teaching and learning, and it
involved
in teaching
children
is intended
for teachers
and
and
adults.
instructors who are primarily
involved in teaching children
This is a refereed journal
that is
and adults.
published three times a year, in
April,
December.
This
is a August
refereedand
journal
that is
published three times a year, in
The
English
Teacher
has been
April,
August
and December.
in publication since 1987 and
isThe
indexed
in Teacher
MyCite, has
a citation
English
been
index
system
developed
by
in publication since 1987 and
the
Malaysian
Citation
Centre,
is indexed in MyCite, a citation
Ministry
of Higher
Education,
index system
developed
by
Malaysia.
the Malaysian Citation
Centre,
Ministry of Higher Education,
Since November 2015,
The
Malaysia.
English Teacher has been
included
by Thomson
Reuters
Since November
2015,
The
(TR)
in
its
Emerging
Sources
English Teacher has been
IndexReuters
(ESCI).
included Citation
by Thomson

Authors are invited to
submit articles that provide
practical
techniques
and
Authors
are invited
to
strategies
for
ELT,
identify
submit articles that provide
effective
classroom-tested
practical
techniques and
instructional
techniques
strategies for ELT,
identify
and/or
provide
descriptions
effective classroom-tested
ofinstructional
procedures that
can be
techniques
implemented
in
classrooms
and/or provide descriptions
with
a variety of
students.
of
procedures
that
can be
Articles
may
also
focus on
implemented in classrooms
insights
and understanding
with a variety
of students.
about
ELT
research
and on
its
Articles may
also focus
insights and understanding
about ELT research and its
To read the latest issue of
The English Teacher, and for
information
on how
submit
To read the
latesttoissue
of
papers
via
the
online
journal
The English Teacher, and
for
platform,
visit
information
on howplease
to submit
papers via the online journal
http://journals.melta.org.my/
platform, please visit
http://journals.melta.org.my/

(TR) in its Emerging Sources
Citation Index (ESCI).

MALAYSIAN ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING ASSOCIATION (PERSATUAN PENGAJARAN BAHASA INGGERIS MALAYSIA)

G-11-2, Putra Walk, Jalan PP25, Taman Pinggiran Putra, Bandar Putra Permai, 43300 Seri Kembangan, Selangor, Malaysia
Tel:136
03-89453137 / 017 604 7490
Email: melta@tm.net.my
Website: www.melta.org.my

MALAYSIAN ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING ASSOCIATION (PERSATUAN PENGAJARAN BAHASA INGGERIS MALAYSIA)

G-11-2, Putra Walk, Jalan PP25, Taman Pinggiran Putra, Bandar Putra Permai, 43300 Seri Kembangan, Selangor, Malaysia
Tel:136
03-89453137 / 017 604 7490
Email: melta@tm.net.my
Website: www.melta.org.my
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ELT Best Practices
MELTA Changes Lives
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Stories

MELTA Participates in Regional
Hornby Workshop
Ramesh Nair, Associate Professor Ph.D
Hon. Secretary, MELTA

MELTA was invited by the UKbased Hornby Trust to participate
in its regional school in Bangkok,
Thailand from 19 to 23 January
2019. The Hornby Regional Schools
are organised annually by the Trust
with the British Council to enable
ELT professionals from countries
in selected geographic regions to
come together for professional
development and networking.

Titled “Developing Your Teachers’
Association”, the workshop was
attended by representatives of
eight English Language Teacher
Associations
from
Malaysia,
Indonesia, Thailand, Myanmar, Laos,
Cambodia, the Philippines, and
Vietnam. MELTA was represented

by its president, Professor Dr.
Ganakumaran Subramaniam, vicepresidents, Datin Dr. Raja Mazuin
Raja Abdul Aziz and Mr. Aslam
Khan Samahs Khan, and association
secretary, Associate Professor Dr.
Ramesh Nair.

The 3-dayworkshop was made
up of plenary presentations and a
series of workshops that saw the
representatives of the associations
engaging in discussions that focused
on the way forward for teachers’
associations in the region. The
workshop served as an excellent
venue for MELTA to explore
possibilities of partnerships with
Southeast Asian ELT associations
that would benefit members of

MELTA. Agreements were reached
with several associations to plan for
future collaborative engagements.
The lead facilitator for the workshop
was the British Council’s Principal
Consultant for Partnerships and
Evaluation, Mr. Roy Cross. The
Hornby Trust was represented by its
trustee, Ms. Caroline Moore.
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Stories

To Be The Best, Mix With The Best
Ali Ahmad, Ph.D

A degree is an acknowledgement
of one’s academic achievement. A
postgraduate master degree is a
recognition of one’s effort to gain
indepth knowledge and mastery in
a chosen discipline, while a doctoral
degree is the highest academic
qualification of a scholarly journey
into the academia.

As an ordinary teacher armed with
a bachelor’s degree in 2002 until
I attained my Ph.D in 2013, my
involvement in MELTA has helped
develop me into a more mature,
experienced,
knowledgeable
and confident educator, qualities
acquired
through
interactions
with fellow members in MELTA
and in participating at conferences
organised by its English language
partners, locally and internationally.
MELTA has always provided the

With a Canadian Presenter at Conference
venue, Hokusei Gakuen University,
Saporro.

opportunities for me in the related
fields.

With JACET President, Professor Hajime
Terauchi

platforms and opportunities for
members to present concepts
or research papers at its annual
MELTA International Conferences
or at its Research Conference
(MIRCELE), and at its partners’
International Conferences as MELTA’s
representative.
The
invaluable
experience and knowledge gained
in presenting and organising such
conferences have opened up further

With Professor Masaki Oda of JACET

MELTA
organises
its
annual
International Conference without
fail every year, and as the Assistant
Treasurer, a member of its Executive
Committee, I have been involved
with organising conferences and
the MELTA International Research
Conference of English Language
in Education (MIRCELE) for many
years. I have presented numerous
times at these two conferences: Kuala
Lumpur (twice), Kuching, Ipoh, Johor
Baharu (twice), and Kota Kinabalu.
new knowledge and forged deeper
friendship with other educators in
the field of education.
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In 2013, I presented a paper in
Beijing and in India in 2015, but
the experiences of representing
MELTA at its partners’ conferences
in Sapporo (2016) and Seoul (2018)
gave me a different sense of personal
achievement and fulfillment. In 2016,
I attended the JACET International
Conference in Saporro City at Hokusei
Gakuen University. Professor Hajime
Terauchi and Professor Masaki
Oda as well as the other organising
members of JACET Japan were such
wonderful and accommodating
hosts. In 2018, I represented MELTA

at the KOTESOL Conference at
Sookmyung Women’s University,
Seoul. At this KOTESOL Conference,
I met Professor Emeritus Stephen
Krashen, the renowned English
language expert in a once in a lifetime
encounter. Having read his Theory of
Second Language Acquisition during
my undergraduate years, I was
enamored with his vast knowledge
and humility. While seated at his
packed presentation with other
academics and scholars, I began to
reflect and realise how lucky I am to
be a member of MELTA.

With the renowned Professor Emeritus Stephen
Krashen

KOTESOL 2018
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The Pedagogical Phases For
Optimising Learning
Chandrakala V. Raman and Yap Yoke Chin

Perception and Conceptualising a
Pedagogical Framework for Optimising
Learning— Chandrakala V. Raman
Establishing a platform for optimising
learning is every teacher’s ultimate
strive. Adhering to integrated
pedagogy which subscribes to both
tech-based and non tech-based
strategies is a fundamental way
forward to the end of optimising
learning. One of the ultimate acts to
render optimising learning is teacher
instructional efficacy, such that, an
effective pedagogy that is of interdisciplinary in nature is established
throughout a lesson. This session
is an analysis and understanding
of effective pedagogies from
observations of teachers’ efforts
and acts in processes of optimising
learning opportunities. This is a
trainer and mentor perspective
drawn from observations of more
than 300 English Language lessons
over a span of four years in the role
as a School Improvement Specialist
Coach Plus (SISC+) from 2014 to
2018.
The study proposes that optimising
learning for learners is related to
the fluidity and clear direction in
teaching through the use of effective
and
appropriate
pedagogical
practices. The framework discussed
in this session has been evolved over
a period of time using observation
data drawn from classroom teaching
and learning processes.

A classroom made up of mixed ability
students is a norm in Malaysia school
systems, more so with government

policies of non-streaming based on
learner academic achievements. As
such, there will always be a need for
of varying pedagogical strategies,
with scaffolding initiations that
would encompass not merely active
participation but also active learning
via a range of learning opportunities
for every child to participate both
singly, as well cooperatively or
collaboratively, in every single
lesson. Thus, the learning pyramid
(individual, paired, group, whole
class) within each lesson has to be
fluid, it can be an inverted approach
or each learning level of the pyramid
is interchangeable. With this in place,
a very observable scenario of the
learning processes is the facilitation of
learners at varying abilities, taking on
phases, in every lesson development
per se. These observable pedagogical
phases focuses on binding teacher
instructions with the pedagogical
processes of continuous engagement
(CE), continuous consolidation (CC)
and every learner opportunity (ELO),
within the development of each
lesson plan.
Hence a lesson plan, planned and
staged reflecting
these phases
of CE and CP will mean, a series
of collaborative and cooperative
activities (paired, group, whole class)
with the essential obligatory phase
of every learner opportunity, (ELO),
will indeed, be a happening, as each
lesson plan unfolds within the time
allocated for per lesson. This is a

happening, only when the staging of
the lesson plan is in sync with teacher
instructions, whose efficacy is in
managing the mix-ability learners,
such that the unfolding lessons, will
automate establishment of platforms
for all and every learner through
cooperative, collaborative and also
individual participation.

Here, the aspect of teacher
instructional efficacy has a definite
role in assuaging learning to be
optimised for the learners. Much
of research and write-ups present
a range of areas and scopes that
render a lesson optimised in learning
opportunities for the learners. These
teacher instructional efficacy aspects
are acknowledged and accepted
as factors providing learners with
the platforms or opportunities to
optimise learning. These include
teacher communicational skills,
enthusiasm, sensitivity support,
classroom environment, classroom
management (as according to Dennis
R. Yack, based on his article/research,
‘The Effects of Teacher Instructional
Efficacy on Mathematical Skill
Acquisition: The Students Viewpoint,
2007).
In this sharing and presentation of
pedagogical framework of phases of
CE, CC and ELO, the focus of teacher
instructional efficacy is on ‘teacher
communicational skills’ specifically
‘teacher instructional instructions’
in staging the activities as the lesson
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unfolds. These set of teacher instructions, initiates platforms for optimising learning as aptly described by R. Keith
Sayer in an article, ‘Optimising Learning: Implications of Learning Science Research’ at the OECD/CERI International
Conference Learning in the 21st Century Research Innovation and Policy. He stated that ‘the best learning takes place
when learners articulate their unformed and still developing understanding and continue to articulate it throughout
the process of learning. Articulating and learning go hand in hand, in a mutually reinforcing feedback loop’. Hence,
teacher instructions need to initiate the phases of CE, CC and ELO within the settings of the 21st Century learning, in
effecting pedagogies, that will usher in platforms for optimising learning for the learners.
Figure 1 is a conceptual sketch of the essential pedagogies phases for providing the platforms for optimising learning.
The spiral image is a throwback from the Internet—linking performance, motivation and consolidation. This spiral
image in Figure 1 is used to evoke a pedagogical conceptual framework for a lesson development within which
opportunities to optimism learning through CE, CC, ELO present themselves, actuated by teacher instructional efficacy.

Lesson/Workshop: Topic On Differentiated Teaching For English Language Teachers
T    RE-CAP, SUM-UP skills
of eliciting, concluding,
linking and relating

ROUND 8

ROUND 7
Group to identify one activIndividually/pair share
ity list instructions showing
from each group
ROUND 6
one/two aspects of the
share with other group
TOPIC and present/share  
(simultaneous) — groups
—GROUP THINK SHARE
														
questions  HOME-AWAY
— GALLERY WALK
														
SHARE
														
Group reads assigned
														
ROUND 5 different aspects, makes
notes for sharing —
														
CHUNKING
														

														
														
Group re-reads, checks
														
ROUND 4
Individual/Group

ROUND 3

accuracy of matching —
(answer list given) GROUP
THINK SHARE

Group / Whole class share. T
Elicits and Sums-up (T ELICIT—
GRAPHic ORGANISER — listing)

ROUND 1

reads cards and
match aspects
with key words —
GROUP THINK
SHARE/PUZZLE
OUT

ROUND 2

Individual – Recall/Introduction of
Topic — ROUND TABLE -

Figure 1: The Spiral – Pedagogical Phases to Optimise Learning
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The above spiral in Figure 1 captures the essential pedagogical phases in staging activities as the lesson unfolds.
Optimising the learning of the learners is revealed in the phases of CE, CC and ELO being established with the
aid of teacher instructions accordingly. Table 1 below summarises the classroom scenario on this.
Table 1: Phases of CE, CC and ELO with Teacher Instructions
ROUNDS

1
STARTER

2
3
4

5

6

7
PLENARY

8

ACTIVITIES
21st C Teaching &
Learning

Continuous
Engagement (CE)

Continuous
Consolidation (CC)

Every Learner
Opportunity (ELO)

4recall ready
knowledge
4 writes /read/
checks words
written by group
members

Individual members 4pass the paper round
within the group
4individually recollect and
write any word related to
topic. Cannot repeat.

4listening and
jotting words not in
the list

Group rep share
–group listens and
jots/adds

Individual/group
reads, discusses,
puzzle out mix n
match

4reading and
discussing the
matching

Individual and
group

Individual group
members re-reads
assigned aspects,
discuss, makes
notes

4re-reading and
discussing to
understand —
making notes

Every member of
the group, reads,
discuss and jots
notes for sharing

Round Table /Round Recall write word —
Robin — Lesson
as fast as possible
Introduction, starter
T/W
Inter Group Share –
words in list,
T sum-up, list words
in graphic organizer
L/S

Individual — Group
Think Share MIX and
MATCH
R/L/S

Group reps take
turns shares, others
jot down words not
in the list

Re-reading and
Group Think Share
— discuss and check checking
accuracy of matching
R/L/S
Home and Away
Share – group
discussion every
member makes
notes — to share
R/L/S
Home and Away
Share –Members in
each group takes
turns to share their
assigned aspects to
all other groups
S/L

Group Think Share &
Gallery Walk – group
discuss list/write and
show-tell share
L/S/W

Each member goes
to another group
and shares assigned
aspects – answers
questions asked by
group

Group identify
discuss and writes/
list
1 activity with
instructions —
share

T Sum-Up – eliciting, Whole class listens
questioning,
and responds to
concluding
sum-up
L/S

4re-reading,
discussing and rearrange match

Individual reads
own cards, checks,
Group checks

4talking/speaking,
sharing — aspects
assigned to other
groups, responds to
questions

Each member
shares with another
group after own
group discussion

4discussing and
writing, telling
(sharing) activity,
instructions —
applying aspects of
topic learnt

Group discusses,
members take
turns-pair-share
during Gallery Walk.
Other group — take
notes, questions

4listening and
responding to T
sum-up

Whole class listen
and responds

Note: L/S/R/W – Listening, Speaking, Reading, Writing

Teacher Instructions

4group rep stand and reads
words from group list
4other groups jot words
not in the list`
4each group member to
read at least 2-3 cards and
match with Headings
4discuss and match`

4read and check accuracy
of matching
4how many groups all
correct — reward

4read, understand the
aspects assigned
4make notes because you
will individually share next

4each group takes turn
share
4all members group stand
4each member go to one
group and explain aspects
assigned

4each group identify one
activity
4group discuss and list
instructions, phases
4members take turns showtell share info
4 groups questions,
evaluates
4to sum up, to conclude
4to elicit ̶ in your opinion
4 ‘Wh’ questions

The above unfolding pedagogical processes were brought about with other classroom management tools in place
such as time reminder tools and movement management tools such as whistle or traffic lights cards. The subsidiary
pedagogical processes from this spiral of optimising learning such as differentiated teaching and learning (including
scaffolding), multiple intelligences are absorbed naturally or as planned by teacher efficacy acts.
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Therefore the pedagogical conceptual framework to optimise learning thrives on 21st Century learning platform
within which the pedagogical phases of CE CC and ELO are activated with teacher instructional efficacy.
Here, a clarity emerges that, the optimising of learning is indeed on a continuum. The more activities staged through
teacher instructions involving participation and learning through collaborative, cooperative and individual within CE
and CC, the higher is the probability that platforms for learning to be optimised is being established. The following is
graph to show this continuum per lesson according to time allocated:
0

100

Optimising Learning Continuum
Time (m)
Round 8 90
Round 7 80
Round 6 65
Round 5 50
Round 4 40
Round 3 20
Round 2 10
Round 1 05
teacher teach

whole class

group

pair

individual
Learning
Opportunities

Figure 2: Optimising Learning Continuum

Figure 2 shows that much of the activities that provide learning opportunities for leaners are on the right end of
the continuum. The learners engagements are cooperative, collaborative and also without fail, individual learning
opportunities. All these are taking place within the pedagogical phases of continuous engagement (CE) and continuous
consolidation (CC) as the lesson develops and concludes.
In conclusion, to provide opportunities for optimising learning can be varied and vast in scope. An individual may soar
in active learning with the support of his/her peers (cooperative/collaborative) in virtual learning situations. But
within a classroom of mix-ability learners, engagement opportunities to optimise learning is very much dependent
by design, on teacher instructions to move away learners from teacher dependency. And by design, also, to allow
for group and peer support yet ensuring that every learner in a mix-ability classroom is given space to participate
individually such that, he or she is given the opportunity to optimise his or her own learning without the shadow
of ‘advanced learners’ presence. Teachers’ instructional efficacy can lead to the exploration of vastness of scope
of ‘optimising’ learning (for example through project-based learning opportunities) that will lend to creativity as
well. Nevertheless, no learner left behind is the ultimate crystalising of a lesson planned and staged with accorded
‘teacher instructional instructions’- not a didactic set of instructions but a facilitating set of instructions embraced in
continuous engagement and continuous consolidation.
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Optimising Learning – A View Through an English Language Lesson
in a Primary Classroom —Yap Yoke Chin

In my observations of more than 300
teachers in a span of four years as an
SISC+, I find that almost all teachers
in the language classroom assume
that pupils have learnt and master
the basic skills of writing in their
previous class when in actual fact
they are mostly taught vocabulary,
grammar and sentence structures in
isolation. Teachers need to ensure
pupils need to be taught skills
required for the development of each
stage of writing however oftentimes
the pupils are given writing tasks
which they have to struggle through
because the process of writing is not
explicitly taught. Most teachers do
not have a conceptual framework
to fall back upon to teach writing
systematically because they do not
really reflect on the root cause of
pupils’ inability to write. Learning
is not optimised as the pupils’ lack
of skills to write is not addressed
but instead knowledge about the
language is just piled on without
showing them how to integrate this
mass of knowledge to produce a
creative piece of writing.
To compound the problem, teaching
at primary school level tends to be
very teacher-centred where pupils
listen and respond to prompts given
with hardly any brainstorming or
discussion in groups. Interaction
is limited to teacher prompting
and pupils giving short responses
followed by teacher writing the
key word and phrases on the board
for pupils’ reference when they
are asked to write later. Pupils are
not taught how to gather the ideas
and organise them in a coherent
manner. A lot of emphasis is given to
vocabulary but pupils are not taught
how sentences are built with the
words learnt. Hence, pieces of work
produced by the pupils are filled
with grammatical and structural
errors with some fractured discourse

by weaker pupils who resort to
stringing words or phrases together
which they see on the board or
picture stimulus provided. Thinking
skill remains at the lower end of
the taxonomy of learning and it is
not developed to encourage pupils
to extent their thinking and form
opinions of their own to make
their writing more interesting and
creative. As pupils are of different
abilities, the teacher usually suggests
a standard outline so that everyone
in the class can follow and write
within the scope given. Hence, pieces
of writing produce by the pupils are
a repetition of each other’s, differing
only in accuracy of the language. In
short, the learning process is one
way with limited opportunities
for continuous engagement (CE),
continuous consolidation (CC) and
every pupil opportunity (ELO). As
such, the potential for optimised
learning is not fully exploited.
To optimise learning in a second
or foreign language classroom,
instructional efficacy and a systematic
approach to learn the process of
writing is of utmost importance as
language proficiency does not come
naturally mainly because usage
and familiarity with the language is
limited. Teachers have to realised
that writing abilities do not just
happen. According to Strickland
(SCELTMP Module 2015), “Becoming
literate in the modern world is
indeed an increasingly complex
task. Reading and writing abilities
don’t just happen. They are acquired,
nurtured and refined through acts
of those who provide appropriate
instructional context and support.”
Hence, the teaching of writing is a
painstaking process which teachers
must go through patiently if they
want to see their pupils equipped
with writing skills which they can
take with them through life. They

need to plan and stage lessons
that will provide opportunities
for students to learn and develop
their skills and empower them to
express themselves confidently thus
unleashing the potential that is within
them. Simultaneously, the teacher has
to ensure that instructional efficacy
has to be in sync with the planning
and staging of the lesson to initiate
platforms for optimised learning.

With this in mind, I have trained
and mentored teachers to use a
conceptual framework in the teaching
and learning of writing using the Four
Square Writing Method (4SWM).
This framework advocates the use
of varying pedagogical strategies
in different phases of learning that
create platforms for the optimisation
of learning. A four square template
is used as an organiser to teach
prewriting and organisational skills.
This visual and kinesthetic aid is
employed to focus writing, to provide
detail and to enhance word choice.
It helps students to conceptualise,
understand and structure a piece of
written discourse successfully. The
method encourages modelling and
step by step procedures that will
help pupils to transform ideas in
boxes to sentences and paragraphs
and eventually to a completed essay
which is coherent and cohesive. This
framework has been developed to
provide a systematic way of teaching
writing explicitly so that pupils will
be equipped with the necessary
writing skills to enable them to write
independently.
Figure 3 below shows how the Four
Square template is used to structure
a piece of written discourse. Its
flexibility enables teachers to use it
to teach all types of writing by using
the five boxes contained in the four
squares to help students to gather,
organize and develop ideas.
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Figure 3: Use of Four Square template to structure a piece of written discourse

As this is a new method, teachers are advised to:
• understand how the four square template should be used.
• Practise the GRADUAL RELEASE OF RESPONSIBILITY (GRR) concept by modelling the process and showing the
step by step procedure on the whiteboard until the pupils are familiar with it before asking them to do it in groups

• Use WH questions as prompt to help pupils to generate ideas and to think deeper.
• Introduce a few connecting words for each box and help them to understand how they are used.
• Encourage them to number the ideas to help them to sequence and form a clear storyline.
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• Practise teaching grammar in context when pupils construct the sentences using the Structure Table by highlighting
important grammar rules that they need to remember.
Table 2: Structure Table

Building correct sentences using the STRUCTURE TABLE
WHEN

ACTION

5W1H
Who, What, Where, Why, When, How

was

my birthday (What)

My parents

held

a party for me at home.
(What + Who + Where)

my siblings

decorated

the living room with baloons and streamers.

I

invited

my friends

My mother
She

baked
prepared

a chocolate cake for me.
a lot of food.

I

was

very excited.

my friends

played

games.

They

sang

the birthday song.

WHO/WHAT

Last Sunday

Before the
party,

During the
party,

• Show them how to form paragraphs by teaching them to indent using their fingers.

Last Sunday was my birthday. My parents held a party for me at
home.
Before the party, my siblings decorated the living room with balloons
and streamers. I invited my friends. My mother baked a lovely cake for
me. She prepared a lot of food. I was very excited.
During the party, my friends played a lot of interesting games.
They sang the birthday song and I blew the candles. I received many
presents.
After the party, my siblings and I cleaned up the house. I thanked
my parents for planning a great party. We felt tired but was glad that
everyone enjoyed themselves.
Indeed, it was the best birthday ever.
(110 words)

Once the pupils are familiar with how to use the four square as a prewriting and organisational tool to structure
their writing the following strategy was developed for use in the classroom to enable optimisation of learning
through continuous engagement (CE), continuous consolidation (CC) and every learner opportunity (ELO). Pupils
are encouraged to cooperate and collaborate, express opinions, share ideas, question and evaluate each other and
eventually write independently.
1 Brainstorming (To understand task and acquire vocabulary)
• Study and talk about the picture – identify the context and people involved.
• Discuss the task or storyline
• Read and discuss vocabularies
• Label the pictures on the stimulus
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2 Group Activity to gather and organise ideas with the four square template
• Group discussion to organise ideas seen in the stimulus
• Fill the four square template with the ideas based on the discussion
• Create new ideas
• Number the ideas in each box to indicate sequence of events
• Suggest a connecting word for each box to link the events

3 Presentation to encourage collaboration and generation of new ideas
• Read aloud the ideas to the class
• Share and gather ideas from each presentation
• Learn new words and get new ideas from other presentations
• Evaluate each other work by giving feedback

4 Write a story individually, in pair or in a group using accurate sentences
• Plan and organise their ideas on the four square template
• Number the ideas to sequence the events
• Choose a connecting word for each box to link the event
• Construct sentences with the ideas in the boxes using the Structure Table
• Write paragraphs to form a coherent and cohesive story

The pupils’ active participation in the classroom and improved performance in the assessments carried out clearly
shows that an effective pedagogy together with teacher instructional efficacy is absolutely necessary in the optimising
learning continuum. Classroom situations of mix-ability pupils necessitate the need to adopt the gradual release of
responsibility model (GRR) which provides teachers with an instructional network to transfer teacher’s knowledge
to learner independence. As represented in the Figure 4 below (Fisher & Frey, 2008) shows the four interactive
components of the GRR Model that was used.
“I do it”

Focus lesson
Guided instruction

“We do it”
Collaborative

“You do it together”

Independent

“You do it alone”

Figure 4: Four interactive components of the GRR Model

In conclusion, the pedagogy for optimising learning is affected with teachers distinct planned efforts of lesson
developments through teacher instructional efficacy to uphold processes encompassing continuous engagement
(CE) , continuous consolidation (CC) and every learner opportunity (ELO) even as the lesson develops through the
collaborative and cooperative activities . Differentiated teaching and learning, the GRR model and multiple intelligences
are all the pedagogical tools enhancing the processes towards optimising learning for every learner. Teachers and
educators must be keenly aware of these defined pedagogical phases that must be concretely taken into account when
planning and staging lessons.
The spiral image in Figure 4 shows the various pedagogies phases to show the lesson development in the writing class
which provide platforms for optimised learning through CE, CC, ELO supported by teacher’s instructional efficacy.
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English Language: Teaching Writing Using The Four Square Writing Method

Students write their own
composition individually
based on what they have
learnt from each other

ROUND 8

ROUND 7
Group Composition –
individual/in pairs writes
a paragraph using notes
on each box to create the
composition

Gallery Walk – to read other
groups’ composition and
give evaluation by rating
each group’s piece of work

ROUND 6

Group Review their plan on
the four square and add on
new ideas based on sharing
by others

ROUND 5

Group Presentation – read
aloud ideas to the class –
share & gather ideas from
each presentations & add on

ROUND 4

ROUND 3

Vocab Storming – Group Round Robin
label pictures on the stimulus – share
with class

ROUND 1
Figure 5: The Spiral – Pedagogical Phases to Optimise Learning

ROUND 2

Whole Class - Discussion – to
understand task and discuss
word list

Group Activity –
gather and organise ideas using
the four square
template – create
new ideas
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Table 3: Summary of the Classroom Scenario
ROUNDS

1
STARTER
(5 mins)

2
(10 mins)

3
(10 mins)

4
(10 mins)
5
(5 mins)

6
(10 mins)

7
(10 mins)

8

ACTIVITIES
21st C Teaching &
Learning

Continuous
Consolidation (CC)

Every Learner
Opportunity (ELO)

Whole Class
Read rubrics and
give appropriate
Discussion
Lesson Introduction, response
starter
T prompts with
questions
L/S

4identify &
underlines key
words

Individual members 4What is the task?
within the group
A message, letter, email etc.
4What is the topic?
3 activities, 3 ways, etc.

Take turns to label
pictures, group
rep share other jot
down words not in
the list

4listen and jot
words not in their
own list

Group rep share
–group listens and
jots/adds

Group Activity –
gather and organise
ideas in the four
square template
R/L/S

Individual/group
reads, discusses,
gather and organize
ideas in clusters

4read and discuss
words and ideas
that have links

Individual and
group

Group Presentation
Take turns to
– present the 3
present the 3 main
main ideas and the
ideas & SD
supporting details
R/S/L/W

4listen, check
and then add on
ideas from other’s
presentation

Individual
completes own
template, checks/
add on

Group Composition
– in pairs work
together to expand
1 main idea using
the SDs to form a
paragraph
S/W

Vocab storming –
Group Round Robin
Take turns to label
pictures
Share with class
W/S

Continuous
Engagement (CE)

Group Review –
based on the sharing,
add or reorganise
their outline
R/L/S/W

Individual group
members re-reads
what is on the
template, discuss
and add on or
reorganise

Cooperate with
each member to
complete the whole
composition

4talk/speak, share
- aspects assigned
to each other to
form a cohesive
piece of writing

Each member
contribute ideas
to write the part
assigned to them

Gallery Walk – Read
each other’s work
and rate their writing
R/L/S

Group reads and
evaluates each other
work
Choose their
favourite & the least
like – give reasons
for their rating

4discuss and
evaluate - applying
aspects of good
writing, i.e.
grammar, vocab,
structure &
storyline etc.

Group discusses,
members take
turns-pair-share
during Gallery Walk.
Other group – take
notes, questions

Individual Writing
(Homework)

Apply what they
have learnt in the
W class activities into
their own writing

Note: L/S/R/W – Listening, Speaking, Reading, Writing

4re-read and
discuss to add on or
reorganise

4Recall and
consolidate
information

Every member of
the group, reads,
discuss and jots
notes for sharing

Individual
completes their
writing

Teacher Instructions

4Take turns to label things,
people and actions you see
in pictures
4group rep stand and reads
words from group list
4other groups jot words
not in the list`
4look at ideas and words
from the labeling activity
4discuss and group them
in clusters and identify the
main idea`
4organise in the four
square template to show
your their main ideas and
the supporting details (SD)
4share your ideas, ask
questions for clarification
4complete your own
template and add on new
ideas from sharing

4read what you have jotted
down
4share and then add on or
reorganize your ideas on
the template

4assign each member/
pair to write a part of the
composition
4talk and discuss with each
other to make sure the parts
are cohesive and well linked
4Read the compositions
and evaluate based on
grammar, vocab, structure &
storyline
4groups questions,
evaluates
4Write your own piece
of composition based on
the information you have
gathered

Apply Now!
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Creating Young Journalists
Through HIPFLIX
Dave Thomas

Everyone needs to be heard and
that is one of the key factors that
encouraged our Minster of Education
to set up a Speakers Corner in every
school. It allows students to stand
up and present their ideas and
share their thoughts in a positive
and impactful environment. As such,
HIPFLIX, a digital media channel was
founded by Coach Dave Thomas to
allow students to express themselves
in social media—a world best-known
to them. Dave believes that there is a
lot of good in social media, especially
when he discovered many students
are hooked into the social influencer
lifestyle but are not aware of the
content of influencing used on their
personal note. Social media if not
handled wisely, could cause a lot of
mental and physical stress, especially
to young minds that are easily
influenced.

HIPFLIX is a digital media channel
that is created on the fundamental
idea of Highly Immersive Programme
initiated by the Ministry of Education,
administrated by English Language
Teaching Centre. It kick-started at
the Tawau secondary and primary
schools by bringing in a lot resources
from teachers and students as
well as collaboration with schools,
to encourage students to learn
leadership and responsibility by
administrating almost all the tasks
themselves. Every crew member of
HIPFLIX is a student— to train them in
soft skills such as IT Literacy, Project
Management Skills, Presentation
Skills, Interview Skills as well as
Photography & Videography Skills
that are needed for a publication.

HIPFLIX was previously known as EHipTV which started its first debut of
events covering stories for Tawau’s Highly Immersive Programme Carnival
in September 2018. It provided a platform for students to explore their skills
being a field reporter for a day and completing the entire written report by
themselves.
The team of students selected to cover these events are from SMK Kinabutan,
Tawau. Since then, the English panel of SMK Kinabutan has seek the guidance
of HIPFLIX to train their students and also to provide training for parents and
teachers, to move a step forward in the development of their HIP initiatives.
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This has allowed the SMK Kinabutan
students to create, design and publish
their very own newsletter called
KINTA which also means Kinabutan
Tales. This is a remarkable leap for
a school that has always been tagged
the underdog for English and HIP
initiatives in their district education
domain.

Since their success in 2018, they
were given another opportunity to
cover an event, which is the MELTA
Symposium: Tawau Chapter. This
time, the KINTA crew members were
appointed as the HIPFLIX media crew
to record, photograph, interview and
produce an article to enhance their
experience as young journalists. We
are honoured and thankful to MELTA
for providing the opportunity for
these students to polish their skills.
During the event, HIPFLIX provided
materials for the KINTA crew to raise
funds for their ongoing publications.
Currently, they are in need of a
printer and some other tools for their
publications. They have sold Pathway
Poster created by HIPFLIX and the
profit is channeled to the KINTA crew
to raise funds for their needs. It was
a great success as they managed to
raise RM155.00. Thank you, teachers
and participants for their support.

HIPFLIX is looking forward to
working with many other schools in
Tawau as well as the state of Sabah
to provide an opportunity to as
many students to explore the world
of digital media positively. It wishes
to extend and develop a strong
apprenticeship with all the schools
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and add more members to its evergrowing family of young learners.
Schools are encouraged to get in
touch with Coach Dave Thomas at
017-6545254 or email hipflixmy@
gmail.com to learn more about
HIPFLIX and how it can help boost
your schools, HIP initiatives.
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MELTA Malachi Edwin Creative
Teacher Showcase
Gold
Award

Mohamad Faiz b Mohd Shakri

I am just an ordinary person who
has one of the best jobs in the world
because I get to work with people
who are fun, creative, and insightful. I
am now working with the indigenous
Orang Asli learners and I have been
trying to redefine English language
learning for them. My work and
interests
include
instructional
technology, project-based learning,
increased creativity, and digital
learning. I believe that children need
authentic pedagogical experiences
and sophisticated ways to improve
learning. My love of children draws
me to teaching and my own love
of learning makes me passionate
about helping them. Others might
be inspired by another teacher or a
good story but for me, children are
my greatest inspiration.

I wanted to do more for my students
so I bought ten computer tablets
using my own money and it was
the best investment that I have ever
made. Every single conversation
with my children sparks an idea
for a lesson. Project Kindness, for
example, started when their former
teacher was diagnosed with cancer
and they wanted to write and make
her a video letter. Whenever they
saw me, they kept asking me when
we are going to finish the project.
Their intentions are so pure. All you
have to do is look inside a child’s eyes
and that is all the motivation that one
needs.

Two years ago, I met Samuel Isaiah,
the 2017 Gold Award winner, and
we talked about what we have been
doing in our classrooms. We were
truly inspired by each other. His
words always bring out the best in
people. In fact, he was the one who
encouraged me to participate in any
competition. I always love what I
have been doing with my children
and talking about them. Then, I
figured that it would not hurt to
spend hours explaining to strangers
about my best practices, spreading
some love and inspiration.
In the competition, I got to meet other
deserving participants who have
done wonders with their students.
I was truly inspired and humbled to
learn from them. Feeling so small, I
wanted to do better for my children
as it has given me a sense of purpose.
It also took courage and confidence
to be able to sell your ideas to inspire
people. Having met with other
academicians who have shared a lot
really improved me intellectually as
I have adopted a new perspective
on how to benefit from the exchange
of ideas and examined its relevance
to my teaching career in a school
accommodating indigenous children.
In our continuous professional
development, we never realise how
much we can learn from each other. If
there is one thing I have learnt from
going to ELT conferences over the
years, it is that teachers need to be

inspired by other teachers for them
to inspire their students to learn.
MELTA has been a platform that
brings together brilliant minds and
passionate hearts. The conferences
have definitely given me a better
insight into how I can transform
English language teaching and
learning in an Orang Asli school and
explore how the present education
trends can accommodate their
needs. I hope that my interactions
with my fellow participants will shed
some light on many of the seemingly
baffling problems faced by many
teachers in indigenous schools.

Biodata
Mohamad Faiz bin
Mohamad
Shakri
has been an English
teacher for the past
seven years. He is
currently teaching the
indigenous children
at Balar Primary
School, a rural Orang
Asli school in Gua Musang, Kelantan. He
obtained his Bachelor of Education (Hons)
TESL (Primary Education) from University
of Malaya and passed with Distinction. His
works and interests include instructional
technology, increased creativity, digital
learning, and other strategies that enhance
authentic pedagogical experiences and
provide sophisticated ways to improve
learning. He can be contacted at faiz.
shakri@gmail.com.
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MELTA Malachi Edwin Creative
Teacher Showcase
Bronze
Award

Laurence Liew Dumling

I have been a teacher for twelve years
now, teaching the first eight years in
my hometown, Sandakan, in Sung
Siew (CF) Secondary School. Since
2016, I have been teaching at Lok
Yuk (CF) Secondary School, Kota
Kinabalu.

The inspiration to become a teacher
came from a series of events,
encounters and eureka moments
during my course of study in UPM,
especially in Literature courses. I
learned that there are many ways
to interpret a literary text. I use this
principle when I explore thinking and
reasoning skills with my students.
As a teacher, besides preparing our
students for examinations, we are
also instrumental in helping them to
develop their character and thinking
skills. I want to help them find their
voice with the time, opportunity and
resources that I have.

The MELTA International Conference
is akin to an annual family reunion
among conference junkies (a term
coined by Cynthia James). It is a
rejuvenating break for us. Throughout
my participation in MELTA, I was
a co-presenter for a workshop
with Dr. Sivabala Naidu in 2015,
presented research papers in 2016
and conducted a workshop in 2017.
So, in 2018, I decided to do a teacher
showcase instead. The idea for the
teacher showcase was taken from
the poem, The Charge of the Light
Brigade by Alfred, Lord Tennyson.
The enquiry learning approach to
the poem in the beginning of the
year led to the birth of the “I Stand
For” Speak-Up Project a few weeks
later. The idea was to challenge the
students to do something about it.
After much discussion, they agreed
and kick-started the project, starting
with their own class and this year, it
was elevated to a school-level project.
Each exposure has been a valuable
learning experience, especially in
academic writing and pedagogy
enrichment.

MELTA has contributed significantly
towards my professional growth—
it has provided the much needed
PLATFORM and SUPPORT. For a
flower to grow, it needs good soil.
MELTA provides that soil (platform)
for teachers to grow. In TEDBET
for example, I am grateful for the

opportunities to work and learn
alongside fellow teachers throughout
Malaysia, with guidance and support
from academics and corporate
bodies. We even have Classroom
Rockstars (This is what I would call
them now!). And secondly, SUPPORT.
We acknowledge our strengths and
needs, and find ways to complement
each other. There are so many things I
am grateful for since my involvement
in MELTA in 2015. The wonderful
and insightful experiences gained
from the last conference have been
shared with my classes and my home
state. I am motivated to do better for
my students at all the times because
I know I am not alone. The other
Classroom Rockstars are also doing
their best in their respective schools.
Thank you MELTA family for the
support and opportunities.

Biodata
Laurence L. Dumling
is teaching in Lok
Yuk (CF) Secondary
School, Kota Kinabalu,
Sabah. In 2018,
she won the Bronze
award for the MELTA
Malachi
Edwin
Creative
Teacher
Showcase competition held in conjunction
with the 27th MELTA International
Conference in Johor.
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Accidental Strategies in the
English Language Classroom
Daphne Rosaline A/P Henry Thomas

Listening to pupils going through
the motion of speaking in English
for their oral assessment has always
been a chore for me. It always ends
up with the pupils reading out their
prepared text with me requesting
them repeatedly to speak up and the
rest of the class to be quiet and listen
to their friend. Making the other
pupils think of questions to ask the
presenters in a desperate attempt to
get the rest of the pupils involved in
the activity also proved futile.

I wanted a more authentic and
meaningful way to assess the pupils’
speaking skills. After much thought,
I decided to try getting the pupils
to work in groups to prepare the
text based on a given task. Using
the Science and Technology theme,
I got them to think of an invention
for the future in their groups. I
prepared a speaking framework in
which they fill in the details of their
presentation to help them with their
oral presentation. They then shared
their work in a ‘stay and stray’
activity where one member of the
group stays at their station to present
their group’s invention to the visiting
groups.
At first, the pupils were reading
out from their prepared text. But

Before the intervention

eventually when they had repeated
the same text several times to the
visiting groups, they became more
confident and only glanced at their
text once in a while. The visiting
group members were also asking
questions and the presenters
valiantly attempted to answer those
questions. This was the opportunity
I seized to go around to the various
groups and assess the presenters on
their speaking skills. That was the
first speaking assessment lesson that
I enjoyed and I am sure my pupils
also enjoyed it.
A surprising thing happened during
the next lesson I had with this
particular class. One of the pupils,
a very timid, quiet pupil, came up
to me purportedly to ask a question
and SHE SPOKE IN ENGLISH
TO ME. From then on by using
speaking frameworks to build their
confidence, I got the pupils to take
part in forums and even debates
AND ORAL ASSESSMENTS became
an interesting part of the English
lesson. Through an attempt to make
oral assessments more authentic, it
became an accidental strategy that
helped pupils improve not only in
their speaking skills but also their
writing skills because speaking the
language helps with the writing as
well.

After the intervention
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Why Do I Teach?
Indraselvi Pararajasingam

It was the final year holidays in my
university and I decided to take up
a position as a temporary teacher.
Little did I know that I was about to
find my calling.

I was assigned with a class which
was difficult to handle. They
whooped with joy knowing that I
was a temporary teacher, dreaming
up ways to try my patience. They
would mimic me, tell jokes at my
expense and even openly threaten
me before school and during recess.
In short, a nightmare! A particular
group of boys, led by a young man
named Adiq, as he insisted to be
called, would wait at the school gate
along with his soon-to-be hoodlum
friends and refused to let me pass
almost on a daily basis. In class,
things got worse. They would wait
for me to come in and stand to greet
me, but refused to sit so that lessons
could not start. When they finally
did sit, the gang led by Rex would
just do nothing but glare, making
loud, rude noises to disrupt others
who were trying to learn. I turned
to my more experienced peers in the
staffroom for help. They were very
sympathetic of my plight, pointed
to a cupboard in the staff room and
simply said ‘choose one you like’. In
the cupboard was a dazzling array of
feather dusters, meter rulers, rotan

Birthdays surprises – one of the many joys
of teaching!

A group photo after a Trailer Analysis talk I organised. A vibrant young and up-coming
film director from the Indian movie industry did the talk. The students were so energised
and happy to ask her about the job as well – maybe a budding actor or director for this
mix?

in a myriad of length and thickness!
I picked a sturdy-looking feather
duster and went on my way to class—
hoping that this would do the trick.
True enough, the students sat down
immediately and the mood of the
class was very subdued, yet work
was being done. Just the sight of the
cane had done the trick and I was
delighted!

However, as the lesson neared its
end, Rex decided to throw a temper
tantrum. He threw his book across
the classroom and shouted a few
threats for good measure. With a few
dozen eyes on me, watching my next
move, I had no choice but to call him
to the front for a caning. He held out
his hand, I raised my cane, but just as
I was about to strike, I saw a flash of
fear in his eyes. I stopped! I could not
do it!
Instead of hitting his hand hard, I
tapped it ever so lightly, threw the
cane aside, and told the class that
they could do whatever they liked, I
simply did not have the heart to hit.
The next day, Rex was waiting at the
school gates, but this time, he rushed
forward to carry my bag! It was

amazing. In class, he took over all
matters of class control, threatening
to beat up anyone who did not listen
to me! It was a sheer pleasure to teach
when everyone was so cooperative
and happy.

In a conversation with the school’s
discipline master later, I found out
that Rex came from a broken home
and is living with an abusive father.
I realised he was displaying the
behaviour he had learned from his
home. The compassion showed—
which was lacking in his life—went
a long way. I truly felt I had made
a difference in him and have been
teaching ever since.

Biodata
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A Scout Smiles and Whistles
Under All Circumstances
Jacylin Ho Cye Lin

Irfan laid his petite body down on
the ground. His little hands moved
quickly, straightening the poles
and inserting them into the sleeved
channels on the tent. His friends,
Firman and Afif were helping him
while Afif occasionally cracked some
jokes which made them laugh. In
a few minutes, they were already
pulling up the tents and securing
them with pegs. The girls, Balqis,
Nadhirah and Farisya were doing
well too. These cub scouts had joined
several camps to get their badges.
They were on a final mission to get
the Cub Scout Cord Award (Anugerah
Rambu Biru), which is the highest
honour for a cub scout.
At 4.37 p.m., Azan was heard. The
scouts grabbed their things and ran
to the toilet to get ready for their
prayers. I walked around to check
on their tents. Suddenly, Irfan came
to me and told me that Firman had
forgotten his slippers. I remembered
my slippers in the car, so I told them

to go get it. Not long after, they ran
back to me to return my keys but
Firman was blushing because he had
to wear a girl’s slippers! I could only
laugh at the incident and shoo them
away to perform their prayers.

Later, the scouts undertook their
tasks like cooking dinner, climbing
ropes, tying knots, preparing for
performances and others. They had
progressed from not knowing the
parts of the tents to being able to
pitch a tent unsupervised; from not
knowing how to crack open an egg
to preparing delicious meals; from
being dependent to learning how to
share, to encourage, to respect and to
be disciplined; to smile and whistle
under all circumstances.
Of course, this journey was not a
bed of roses. Often, we did not have
enough funding for scout activities.
Besides, as most of my colleagues
were married and had weekend
plans, I always ended up chaperoning

the kids alone. I also took care of the
kids who were sick during the camp.
However, all these hardships were
soon forgotten once I have seen the
knowledge they gained, the skills
they learned and the joy that radiated
from them. I felt extremely proud of
them when they finally received their
highest honour for cub scouts.

A few years later, on a bad day of my
teaching career, I received a message
from Nadhirah’s father, saying,
“Teacher, my daughter has gotten
into MRSM. Thank you for all your
effort in guiding her.” Both Irfan and
Balqis too were enrolled into MRSM.
My mood was instantly lifted, and
tears of joy rolled down my face. I
was experiencing the purest joy from
the news and this simple thank you
message had made my heart whole.
This teaching journey may be full of
challenges but small things like these
keep me going. For my students,
wherever you are, I wish you well!

Biodata
Jacylin Ho Cye Lin comes from Bukit
Mertajam, Penang. She teaches in SJK (C)
On Pong 2, Ampang, Selangor. She has
four and a half year teaching experience
in English, Arts and Physical Education.
Scouting with her students is one of the
best experience in her teaching career.
She is currently pursuing her Master of
Education (TESL) in UKM.

From left: Afif, Firman, Irfan, me, Balqis, Farisya and Nadhirah in one of the scout camps
on 8 April 2017
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The Rising Stars
Jacylin Ho Cye Lin

The sound of azan echoed through
the village, breaking the silence of
the dawn. I opened my eyes to look
at my phone. The bright light blinded
my eyes, but I knew it was time to
get up. I dragged myself out of the
bed and went straight for the shower.
“Today is the day. Let’s hope for the
best,” I told myself.

With butterflies in my stomach,
I quickly collected my things and
drove to school. When I got there,
Nada was already at my desk, waiting
for me excitedly. The other kids were
nowhere to be seen. I opened my bag
to get the make-up for Nada, but alas,
I forgot to bring any! Fortunately,
my colleague came to the rescue.
She offered her make-up kit and
assistance. Arieff, Ikhwan and Rafi
arrived gradually but not Safura.
According to the class teacher, she
was often late to school and was
sometimes absent. I called her
grandmother to explain the situation
to her and persuaded her to send
Safura to school immediately.

A month ago, the district officer
announced that they were going to
organise a singing competition called
“The Rising Stars” for the pupils
involved in the Literacy and Numeracy
Screening programme (LINUS). I
signed up for it thinking that it was
a great opportunity to build the
kids’ confidence in learning English.
Little did I know how challenging it
was to teach the kids to sing nursery
rhymes when they could barely read
the words. They also had a hard time
following instruction like the date,
time and venue of practices. Often, I
had to write it down and asked them
to show it to their parents. Besides,
they fought with each other every
chance they had. It really took a lot of
time and patience explaining things
to them but when I did, they would
listen to me.
Everyone was relieved when Safura
finally arrived at school. We got into
the car and left for the competition.
At the registration counter, Safura
pulled my dress and whispered to me,

“Miss Jess, look at their costumes!”
while pointing to the kids from the
other schools. They were all covered
in elaborate costumes and detailed
makeup. My kids became nervous,
but I kept reminding them to just give
their very best. When it was their
turn, they opened their mouths and
sang confidently. Nada did very well
in leading her group members. Every
word was sung loudly and clearly.
Every step was exactly like how they
had practised.

They were over the moon when they
were announced as the champion
among 18 participated schools. I
was proud of them because their
hard work had finally paid off. They
had shown me that it did not matter
if they had no fabulous costumes or
that they were from a small kampung
school. As long as they were
determined, they could succeed.
These kids may not be the brightest
kids in the room, but that day, they
had truly risen to become the stars of
my heart.

Biodata
Jacylin Ho Cye Lin comes from Bukit
Mertajam, Penang. She teaches in SJK (C)
On Pong 2, Ampang, Selangor. She has
four and a half year teaching experience
in English, Arts and Physical Education.
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From left: Rafi, Safura, Ikhwan, Nada and Arieff after a performance for the school’s
parent-teacher conference ceremony on 12 March 2017.
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When Students Think and Act with
Compassion and Trust
Laurence L. Dumling

Being burnout and suffering from
depression is a real struggle for
any teacher. It can take away even
the dearest thing that you are most
passionate about. In the midst of my
teaching career, it was the students
who kept me going. When I was at my
worst, they bring out the best within
them that inspires and demands the
best of me, too.

It is not easy to groom my students
well into who they are today. TACT
Ambassadors is a team of students
who dedicated themselves to the
mission of empowering the voice of
the youth in matters they believe in.
And not just to voice it out—they
need to be able to stand up for it and
be in integrity of it. A call for a high
school student, but that is what we
believe in and strive for.

Seeing the passion and drive they
have in working together, I pitched
the idea to them of sharing the
project and their stories in a teacher’s
workshop during the MELTA National

Level Teacher’s Conference in Kota
Kinabalu.

In a recent Project-Based Learning
Competition in a teacher’s workshop
during the MELTA National Level
Teacher’s Conference in Kota
Kinabalu, my students took part
actively. It was my dream as a teacher
to see them helping one another to
succeed. I was grateful and still is
to MELTA President Ganakumaran,
Professor, Ph.D. for taking the time to
engage and listen to the TACT Team
students during the PBL competition.
He handed them his name card each.
I was surprised because I know
how significant it is for the students
to have adults to truly listen and
acknowledge them. A girl, who
is enduring mental health due to
challenges at home, put forward a
message in her WhatsApp group
saying that being a part in TACT
Team is her proudest achievement.
What she said brought spirit to the
team to thrive forward.

This year, we officiated the TACT
Speak-Up Programme in school.
Instead of choosing the one with the
most proficient and confident one in
English, the TACT team rooted for
the most improved student to have
the honour to the face of the project.
When the chosen one stood at the
rostrum, I almost cried looking at
a transformation in him, from not
knowing how to speak English to
becoming someone who can speak in
front of a crowd.

I began to see more students who
have challenges finding their voice
and more detrimentally, students
with mental health issues began to
participate in the project. Because
of the constant sharing by the team
of the struggling students (mentally
and emotionally) in school, I worked
with them to organise our very first
“Find Your Voice” workshop with a
specially invited speaker, a former
student of the school. This student
who went through depression and
is now thriving in her successful
business and speaking engagements.
For the very first time, about 73
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students signed up for the workshopindividually and voluntarily. It was
filled with laughter, tears and hope—
from this workshop, they know that
in school, they are heard, seen and
have friends who share their similar
struggles. Although they do not
know the other students personally
but understanding their struggles
is enough to motivate them to do
something, at the very least, be of
help to them—to have a platform for
their voices to be heard.
Recently, a Form 5 student came to
me and shared how his perspective
has changed for the poem, “The
Charge of the Light Brigade”. He used
to sleep and show less interest to
study in school, until one day when
I found out that he was actually a
fan of world history by chance. After
a chat with him, he volunteered to
share about Crimean War in class, the
actual war mentioned in the poem.
He is now actively sharing what he
knew with other form four students.

“Ms L, the more I think about the
significance of the poem this year, I
realise that it is not the sacrifice that
stood out the most for me now but of
the choices made. From the choices
made, came the responsibility
towards them. That responsibility
then requires sacrifice. The extent
of how much a sacrifice there is
depends on the responsibility
shouldered. The question now is
deciding the wisest choice so that
responsibility shouldered would
minimise the extent of sacrifice cost.”
What he shared really got me further
into thinking.

“What am I doing here? What am I
pursuing?” These are the questions I
have found myself debating more in
my twelfth year of teaching.

I am blessed indeed that God has
given me this experience with my
students. I am standing up again
for I stand for TACT for I believe
when students are empowered to
“Think and Act with Compassion and
Trust” that is the true core value in
education—when we bring out the
best within them.

they may come back to you. Look at
your students and find ways to be a
blessing to them. You will never know
how the universe will set the course
when they, by default or by design,
become a blessing to you when you
least expect it.

For teachers who are burning out
and seem to lose the zest or purpose
in teaching, find your strength again
by remembering what burns within
you during your first encounter in
teaching. Be conscious of the kind
of energy and vibes you exude for
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Innovation in Pedagogy
Noorjahan Sultan
Icon Teacher of Malaysia, 2016

Any teacher will tell you the same
thing: our students are like our own
children. And I wanted my children to
be well-equipped with fundamental
English vocabulary before their
journey in primary school began. At
that time, Science and Mathematics
were being taught in English for
primary students so I decided that
my preschool children were not
going to be left behind.
My preschool kids, ages 4 to 6,
were barely proficient in their first
language, Malay. In addition, most of
those who enrolled for government
subsidised preschools, are from
the middle and low income group
for whom English is not a familiar
language, let alone used in their
environment.
Back in 2007, standardised and
systematic modules, specifically for
learning the English language, were
quite non-existent for preschool
learning so I took the liberty to
develop one. Even now, I fully
believe that we merely need the right
methodology and good material to
make learning a fun and meaningful
process for children. As a result,
I created Let’s Rhyme, a module

containing 40 themes suggested
by the Curriculum Development
Division, Ministry of Education
Malaysia that integrates learning
outcomes
and
age-appropriate
vocabularies that are embedded with
values.

Upon reviewing the effectiveness
of innovation with Let’s Rhyme in
strengthening English when I was a
teacher, I introduced an innovation
called Let’s Write in accordance with
my line of work as the officer in
charge of NILAM at the Educational
Technology Division. This agenda is
closely related to the national agenda:
“Dekad
Membaca
Kebangsaan”
programme which was launched
by the Minister of Education, YB Dr
Maszlee Malik. One of its objectives is
to build students to have a proclivity
for meaningful and effective reading.

Observing the same philosophy of
fun and meaningful, Let’s Write gives
space for students to freely choose
topics of their choice, to read and
to decipher while doing NILAM.
Let’s Write encourages searching
for information and reinterpreting
it in a mind map form. This is in
accordance to the Taxonomy Bloom
theory—where the first level is
“remembering” that is regurgitating

the information found. The next
step is understanding the meaning
or the message of the material
from which information had been
received by interpreting, classifying,
summarising,
comparing,
and
reviewing critically and analytically.

Having the ability to communicate
effectively using English is undeniably
essential for our future generation to
succeed as global citizens. Through
the innovative initiative of Let’s Write,
I strive to make this a reality, giving
birth to a generation that possesses
an affinity for reading in English as
well as to deliver the information
creatively and critically which will
subsequently, raise the quality of
Malaysians’ English.

Biodata
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“Yelling” and Class Control
Norsazlizawati Binti Md Ali

First and foremost, I would like to express my deepest gratitude to my mentors, Sir Bruce and Miss Jennifer Roth of the TELL
programme which I joined in 2012. They shared a lot of ideas for me to practise in my daily lessons. The TELL Program is
aimed at helping the English Teacher to design lessons in a fun and creative way to promote the joy of learning in children.
One of the efficient yet simple techniques is ‘yelling’.

Yelling? Should we yell at our children? What kind of yelling should we implement? Yelling here means purposeful yelling in
order to get the children in control. Indeed, yelling creatively can get them to stay focused on your teaching. As we can see
here, yelling and class control are inseparable. If you are able to yell creatively, you can control them easily. As we generally
know, the retention span for children is very low. According to the study by Lauren Q Hill, the retention period for primary
children can be from 14 to 30 minutes. So, the teachers must be creative in order to get them to stay focused throughout the
lesson.
I practised this yelling technique every day in each and every lesson without fail since a few years back. You can yell at
them anytime during your lesson when they start making unnecessary movements. For example, a teacher yells, ‘Helloooo’,
the children yell back Hiiiiii. Or, maybe the teacher can yell “1..2..3..eyes on me. The children yell back with 1..2..3..eyes on
you”. The children must be trained as early as the first day of their schooling period to get them used to all the phrases
and words that they need to say and they must be equipped with all the necessary movements that you want them to do
while responding to your yelling. It is actually so interesting and at the same time, it can make your lesson more fun and
interactive. In my class, I love to do the yelling and let the children respond with the jazz chant. As I said, a teacher must be
creative all the time and must work hard to make sure the lesson suits the children’ interest.
Teaching is actually a passion which you must explore every single day. As a teacher, we face different kinds of children.
Teachers have to be creative and able to touch their children’ hearts in order to make sure the lesson can be carried out
successfully in a creative and fun way. As for me, I feel so proud whenever I yell at all the pupils during a morning school
assembly and to hear their response at the same time without fail. It is at that point of time, I knew that I was in-charge. I
consider my yelling technique a SUCCESS.

Here are some of the yelling phrases/words. You can always add on other phrases/words to your yelling as you wish. Be as
creative as you can be!!
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

Teacher
Helloooo....
1,2,3 eyes on me
Listen...
Look...
No voice
Are you ready?
Shhh.....

I
(putting your hands on
your chest)

Children
Hi....
1,2,3 eyes on you
Carefully
In front
No noise
Yes teacher… (while saluting you)
(Jazz Chant)
Shh..Shh...stop that noise
Shh..Shh...Stop that noise
Come on boys, tell all the girls, tell all the girls to stop
that noise.
Come on girls, tell all the boys, tell all the boys to stop
that noise.
Shh..Shh..stop that noise.
Shh..Shh Stop that noise
(Pointing to their friends)
I am clever
You are clever
He is clever
She is clever
They are clever
We are clever
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A Teacher in Me
Nur Syazana Salleh

When I decided to plunge into the
teaching profession, my father has
been “filling me up” with words—all
encouraging, aiding yet inspiring.
Once he told me, “Kakcik, never
judge your students. There are
stories behind every person. There
are reasons why they are the way
they are.” Of all the advice and words
he has given me, this is one of my
father’s favourite. Why does he keep
repeating it?

I started to discover the “truth” when
I was teaching in my third school in
a rural area. The people were nice.
But the students, for me, were a
challenge. Pain-in-the-butt type. That
was my first time meeting this group
of students. They were not interested
in learning; they gave me headaches;
they didn’t do their homework; their
school attendance was terrible,

they failed my subject in the exam,
and the list goes on endlessly. My
first few days there were stressful,
taxing and nerve-wracking. But
gradually I learned something. Their
background. Most of the troubled
students came from problematic,
unsettled families. Some lived with
their grandparents without mom
and dad caring for them since they
were born. Alcoholics, victim of
harassment, early marriage and
others were their biggest family
problems!
But what I love most about this
profession is, everything is “mutual”.
The learning process is mutual. Not
only do my students learn from me
but they also have been teaching
me some lessons. Lessons that have
made me speechless, to be grateful
and thankful for what I had, for what
I am having, and for what I will have.
And most importantly, “I learned not
to judge”.

I keep telling myself, “Syazana, you
are not walking in their shoes, so stop
being angry. Stop punishing them
because it won’t work. Stop hating
for it brings out only the darkness in
you.” I learned to understand them
better. They are just humans. As
human as I am. It is just that their
paths are different. We all walk a
different path, as advised by my dad
too.
This has led to RESPECT; my next
truth. For you to be respected, you
have to do it first. You do not simply
gain respect from your students even

though you are more superior than
them. Superiority does not apply
here. My students will respect me
if I have that respect in them. They
will value me, only if I value them.
And once they feel valued, their selfesteem will boost. Thus they will
have confidence to do things and
prove to teachers on what they are
capable.
And RESPECT leads to LOVE and
HAPPINESS. To love. When you can
delightedly spend money on someone
without feeling burdened or pushed,
that is love. When you can spend
time without feeling troubled, that
is actually love too. When you can sit
down and lend your ears to someone
when they tell their stories and
problems without any uneasiness
that is love. That’s the pattern. When
we can do things freely, happily,
willingly for someone, that is love. I
can do all things mentioned above
for my students without feeling
any inconveniences. I am a HAPPY
teacher! And I really hope that my
students are HAPPY too!
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The Kangkung’s Story
Pui Kuet Poh

“Be like the kangkungs—adapt and
live wherever you are. Be that change,
create waves and impact lives…” A
simple yet profound advice given by
my beloved lecturer which I hold on
dearly.

When I was first posted in 2016, I was
a little surprised to find that English
was not even a second language,
but a foreign language to my pupils.
English was so alien to them that
they would do whatever to avoid
using the language, even during
English lessons. As I always thought,
‘example in leadership’, in order to
change the school’s culture, I should
first start with my class. Hence, with
my Kangkung confidence, I decided
to challenge myself and my pupils, to
use only English during my lessons.

Yes, you’re right! It was not as easy
as I thought. My Year 1 pupils could
not comprehend simple instructions
such as ‘line up’. I had to show them
by putting them in a straight line, and
said “line up”. Then, I also had these
primary pupils who disliked this
alien new teacher who spoke only
English, which made them refuse
to use English in my lessons. I then
came up with my ‘big cup’ solution,
in which whoever speaks other

We learnt to write address and post
Chinese New Year cards to our classmates.

languages (including me), will have
to pay 10 sen per word in the cup.
And again, you guessed it right! There
was complete silence in my lessons.
It was indeed very frustrating.

Nonetheless from my reading, I found
that meaningful learning actually
promotes language acquisition. I
then strived to design fun learning
experiences to encourage them to
use English.

I didn’t just stop there. Together with
my English panel, we prepared and
sent our pupils for competitions, so
they could use English confidently in
public. And, we are proud to celebrate
success with them!

A photo with my pupil, 1st Runner Up in
an English Public Speaking Competition.

We went on a ‘Shape Hunt’ around our
school.

Besides, I exposed my pupils the
authentic use of language, where
I collaborated with Tainan Ren-Ai
Elementary school, Taiwan, to start
our International Pen Pal Programme
in 2018.

A photo with the English teachers from
Tainan Ren-Ai Elementary School,
Taiwan.

I am not a great teacher, I am just
a little Kangkung that is creating a
change in my school. Hence, let’s be
that Kangkung. Change, create waves
and impact lives in wherever we are
serving, for the betterment of our
future generations. Thank you and
God bless you.
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since 2016. He holds
a Bachelor of Teaching
in Teaching English as
Second Language (TESL)
from Institut Pendidikan Guru Kampus
Batu Lintang, and is currently pursuing his
master’s degree in Universiti Kebangsaan
Malaysia. He enjoys teaching young
learners and is very passionate in phonics
instructions.
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A Wish Upon the Death-Bed
Thevya Arumugam

Teaching was never my cup of tea.
Considering the fact that my mom,
her siblings and their children were
teachers only made me choose the
road less travelled. But fate had other
plans in store for me.

Shortly after my mother returned to
work after being medically boarded
for a year due to chemo, I was sitting
beside my father at the hospital when
he told me to resign from my job and
join teaching. I refused. Couple of
weeks later, he lapsed into a coma
and the doctor told us he wouldn’t
even live past midnight and that we
could remove his life support system.

I took his hand and whispered
into his ear, “ Appa, I will apply for
teaching.” He shrugged his shoulder
and a tear ran down his cheek. At
3.01 a.m., he departed right before
my eyes. And so, I left my lucrative
career, my dream job and embarked
on becoming a teacher.

It has been ten years now. I lost my
mom three years ago but today I
have evolved into a more empathetic
person because I am a teacher. When
I took my oath on the first day of
joining the teachers’ training college,
I told myself, I will not treat this as
a career as I have no intention of
climbing up the ladder of promotions.
I would rather remain as an educator
because it is here that I can reach the
pupils from the grass-roots level. In
all the three schools that I have been
to, thank god they were vernacular
schools with students from interior
backgrounds.

and confidence into the hearts of
my pupils. To assure them that they
are born to be leaders and not just
followers no matter what path they
choose.
I just want them to lead an honest
life and know that the world is their
oyster. I want them to aim for the sky
and I always tell them what my late
father taught me. “ Life is a 100 meter
race so don’t miss the opportunity.”

Some I know will shine in future.
Some I know may end up following
their parents’ foot steps due to
poverty and lack of support. I have
learnt that being a teacher is not just
merely imparting knowledge based
on the curriculum but it is far more
than that. It is about instilling values

Biodata
Thevya Arumugam
graduated from
University Putra
Malaysia with a degree
in Communications.
Currently, into her 10th
year of teaching, she
teaches at the SJKT Kampar. She set up
a Chorus Speaking team and they have
won the best script in chorus speaking for
three consecutive years. This year, they
won the third place in a Public Speaking
competition along with the best script and
best story for a Storytelling competition.
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My Story in an ESL Classroom
Vinothan S.Ramayah

As a secondary school English
Language teacher, the main issue
which concerns me is my pupils’
English speaking skills, especially
in the intermediate and low
performing classes. To overcome this
issue, I exposed the pupils to a few
approaches during my English lesson
as part of the 21st century teaching
technique or “PAK”.

Initially, I designed a method
named “My Card”. The objective
of this method is to find out the
effectiveness of using “My Card” as a
tool to encourage communication in
English Language among pupils in my
form 1 classes. Normally, “My Cards”
programme is done individually by
pupils and starting this year I have
changed it to a bigger version known
as My Card 2.0.

Other than that, I exposed the pupils
to a Project-Based Learning (PBL)
learning environment. PBL in English
language classes plays a vital role by
igniting pupils’ interest and bringing
them to the real world. For example,
during literature lessons, pupils
were asked to create an island based
on the Form 1 novel, Swiss Family
Robinson through their imagination
and creativity. Meanwhile for my
Form 2 pupils, the latest project done
was learning English vocabulary
through “skyscrapers”. Pupils were

Pupils displaying their own “My Cards”

(ICT) tools and components. In
the words of A.P.J Abdul Kalam, “A
Teacher should have a creative mind”.
Project-Based Learning Tasks
(PBL)

Pupils with their “My Cards 2.0”

required to imagine, build, create and
design the tallest buildings or towers
in the world and label it with related
vocabulary or phrases. Both of these
projects were conducted as flipped
classroom concept.
PBL is a pupil-centered method
that needs pupils to acquire wider
knowledge through active exploration
and real-life challenges. Therefore, it
would create happiness, creativity
and teamwork among pupils. Some
of them tried their level best to speak
in English and were able to improve
their language performance. Pupils
became very creative and were able
to work with their friends and create
a collaborative learning process.
As a token of appreciation for their
hardwork and effort, I would give
them some rewards or bonus points
also as encouragement.

In my opinion, the teacher should
be a game-changer. A teachers’ role
is vital in instilling positive values
among school pupils to develop their
mind and behavior. Currently, I am in
the process of designing a new project
for my pupils from both levels which
is more aligned towards Industrial
Revolution 4.0. I have planned this
idea because it is crucial for pupils to
learn English Language through the
latest Information and Technology

Sample island models created by pupils

PBL – Skyscrappers

Biodata
Vinothan S. Ramayah is a secondary
school English Language teacher at
SMK Damansara Damai 1, Petaling Jaya,
Selangor, Malaysia. He started his career
as an ESL teacher in 2008 in Kluang, Johor.
Since then, he has taught English to different
levels of pupils in these two schools. In
2016, he received the Excellent Service
Award from the Ministry of Education. In
2018, he won a gold award for National
level TS25 research poster competition
and in 2019, he was awarded a bronze in
the UKM K-Novasi innovative teaching and
learning competition.
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Where Do Broken Hearts Go?
Wee Win Nie

As I entered my newly posted school
compound, I was happy as I imagined
it to be with all nice and friendly
people. Being posted to a rural area
was such a blessing; to be surrounded
by clear blue sky, fresh clean air,
and kind loving people. However,
it is never always about sunshine
and rainbows. In a Chinese school,
the focus is not on creating a fun
learning environment. Drilling and
memorising still exist even after the
21st century teaching and learning
methods were introduced. Instead
of letting them run free during their
Physical Education class, they are
forced to learn Science in class.
Instead of having half an hour to sing
their souls out, they are trapped in an
English class.
Honestly, I did not enjoy this kind
of teaching environment, especially
when I look at their restless faces
during the extra classes. Hence,
with the 21st century learning being
introduced in the education system,
I started making a few changes in

my class. I began with conducting
fun learning activities, even with
the Year Six pupils. Group activities,
peer discussion, peer evaluation.
No more focusing on what I have to
say, only debating on whether their
friends’ opinions are acceptable or
not; providing personal thoughts,
respecting ideas of others and
making logical conclusions together.

To my surprise, they managed to
accept the language better that way.
I can see how they anticipate every
English lesson, how they pay more
attention in class, how they guide
their friends willingly and how they
try their best to be involved in every
task. Some of them have approached
me personally for extra exercises on
Friday and some prefer a one-to-one
session with me during the evenings.
Actually, the evening practices I had
with them made me realise that
teaching them in an informal setting
is far more fulfilling than in their
formal classroom setting. They picked
up information quickly. They started

to show maturity by accepting that
not everything needs to be according
to their will. Even when they did not
manage to achieve what they wanted
during the competition, they were
still able to celebrate the fact that
they had gained a lot of confidence.

Slowly, they improved academically
and soon they learn to love the
language; not only through books but
also through the daily conversations
we had. I believe once they can use
the language, everything else will fall
into place. Drilling and memorizing
will not make them a successful
language user at the end of the day.
Believe me, they will eventually
forget everything the second they
step out from the examination hall
because that was what happened to
me. It’s the passion you show them
every day, it’s the love you instill in
their little hearts. That’s what makes
them grow. That’s what brings them
home.

Biodata
Wee Win Nie is from Wakaf Bharu,
Kelantan and teaches at the SJK (C) Jerik,
Bandar Jengka, Pahang. She graduated
from IPG Tengku Ampuan Afzan, Kuala
Lipis, Pahang in 2014, holds a Bachelor in
Education (TESL) degree and is currently
pursuing her Master in Education in UKM.
She has four and a half years of teaching
experience. Teaching English has always
been her passion.

Monitoring the Year Six pupils during their group discussion session
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Teaching English in a
Mixed-Ability Classroom
Wong Kian Yong

Teaching English language can be
difficult when teachers are in a
mixed-ability classroom. How to
provide enough support for weak
pupils while simultaneously allowing
the high proficiency pupils to explore
more, is a great challenge for me. My
Year 6 pupils are from a mixed-ability
class. I always find it difficult to teach
and help these children who are at
different levels at the same time,
especially in grammar lessons. I then
started to think of how I can create
a teaching method where different
levels of pupils can engage and learn
from one another. And board games
came to my mind.
I started off with using the ‘snakes
and ladders’ game in teaching
reflective pronouns. Pupils would
have to answer questions related to
reflective pronouns after throwing
the dice. If they failed to give the
correct answer, they will miss their
turn for one round. The advanced
pupils will be the host and will ask
questions and play the game. To my
surprise, the pupils, even the weaker

ones, were able to answer most of
the questions correctly as they were
eager to win the game. They were
so engaged in the game and some
so keen on winning before going
for recess. On the other hand, I also
observed the host guiding the weaker
pupils to provide the correct answers
in order to proceed to the next round.
The ability to explain the concept
and teaching of the grammar rule
would also bring the advanced pupils
to the next level. Most importantly,
there was communication and
collaboration during the process of
playing the game.
Using board games to teach grammar
is something new to me and I feel I

Teaching in the
classroom

can explore more to help my pupils.
Instead of focussing on the problems
in a negative way, I would rather look
at how I can improve myself. I feel
that the problems and difficulties
faced in the classroom help to
motivate me to search for solutions
and also to improve in my teaching.
As the saying goes, when the going
gets tough, the tough gets going.

A teacher’s career is full of obstacles
and challenges but I believe there
is a solution for every obstacle.
Therefore, I hope this solution can
inspire my students to overcome
their obstacles and to motivate me to
be a better teacher.

Pupils communicate and collaborate with
one another in the game

Biodata
Wong Kian Yong
graduated from IPG
Kampus Gaya in
2017. In 2017, he
won the Gold Award
for the 2017 MELTA
Creative Student
Teacher Showcase.
He is the PPD Melaka
Tengah trainer for Year 3 English CEFR and
teaches in SJK(C) Lih Jen, Jalan Pokok
Mangga, Kampung Pokok Mangga, Melaka.
Group photo with the Year 6 pupils Teaching in the classroom
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I’m Not Perfect
Zurita Binti Ab Zulkifli

Everybody should be given a second
chance. Be yourself, there’s no
one better. Even flowers will grow.
Special dedication to all my beloved
family and my truly friend Mazliana
Binti Mazdin for her guidance.

After four months of remedial class,
Damia said her mother would give
me a present to thank me for teaching
her how to read.

Early in 2019, a Year 4 student
named Damia attended my class. She
is a determined student who always
comes early to class.

I am so proud of her! Today’s reader
is tomorrow’s leader. Other than
that, I had a special student named
Haziq. He was still under the doctor’s
supervision while learning in my
remedial class. This was due to the
characteristics akin to ADHD and
learning difficulties shown by him.

I am a remedial education teacher,
teaching those who are unable to
read and write. Here is my story
about a student who has achieved
optimal reading skills under my care.

A remedial class is a separate
classroom, specially designed for
these students, which is located quite
far away from Damia’s classroom.
By applying necessary pedagogy
and teaching strategies, Damia and
other friends never failed to enjoy
all activities in my class. She was so
excited to learn and take part in every
activity; reading and writing.

She was finally able to read in
Bahasa Melayu fluently without any
guidance and help. She thanked me
for playing a major part in boosting
her confidence especially to face her
cousins who always teased her for
not being able to read.

He has no eye-contact with others
and tend to misbehave in every
situation. However, the process of
verifying his special needs category
took a very long of time.

His behaviour had distracted others
in the classroom. He was not only
disturbing his friends, he hurt others
too. He threw tantrums without any
significant reasons. He lived in his
own world.
After observing him for quite some
time, I found that Rayyan learned
through listening. He used his
hearing sense to the fullest so that
he can absorb everything I taught
without paying attention like other
kids.

To suit his needs, I raised my voice
louder and walked around his seat
to enable his learning. I repeated
important details or formula and
played with my tones of voice. I
called him to answer my questions
to ensure that he was learning. I
ignored his eye contact and let him
talk to me as much as I could to build
his speaking skills and increase his
vocabulary.
Believe it or not, after four months
of remedial lesson, he could read
independently. What a big surprise!
Talking about treatment and
diagnosis, I strongly believe, Rayyan’s
difference needed a different method
of teaching. I hope he can be placed in
a special education class sooner and I
believe he is a bright student!

Biodata
Zurita Binti Ab Zulkifli
was born on 16 January
1983. She studied at
SK (LKTP) Tembangau
1, Kemayan, Pahang
and subsequently at
SMK Datuk Bahaman,
Lanchang, Pahang until year 2000. She
continued her studies at UiTM Jengka in
Diploma in Wood Industry and completed
it in 2005. In 2007, she obtained a degree
in Bachelor of Science with Honours
(Furniture Technology). In 2008, she
received an offer to be a teacher, Kursus
Perguruan Lepasan Ijazah (KPLI) at Institut
Perguruan Teknik, Kuala Lumpur, with the
Living skill option. Now, she is a remedial
teacher at SK Seri Cheras, Kuala Lumpur.

We, Thank You
MELTA Executive
Committee
MELTA Awards
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MELTA Awards
BASIL WIJASURIYA AWARD
2003
Ms. Nirmala Ramakrishnan

Seetal Kaur a/p Manjit Singh
(SMK Air Kuning, Perak)
Bronze: P. Malliga Perumal (SMK Dato’
Shahardin, Labu, NS)

2016
Noorjahan Bt Sultan

2004
Ms. Pung Tze Ching @ Joanna

2017
Gold:

2018
Nor Fadzleen Saadon

2005
Ms. Anita Johanna Rajkumar Samuel
2006
Mr. Marcus Raja @Markus Gatuman
2008
Mr. Zanurin Mohamed Safar
Ms Liaw Meng Lai
Ms Harbans Kaur
2009
Ms. Rahmah Hj Sayuti
2010
Mr. Hyginus Lester Junior Lee
Dr. C. Parameswary Chelliah
Ms. Wong Woei Ling
2011
Ms. Puteri Azirah bt. Abd Aziz
2012
Gold:
		
Silver:

Ms. Shantini S. Karalasingam
(SMK Bandar Baru Sg. Buloh)
Ms. Rahmah Hj Sayuti (SM Sains
Sembrong)
Bronze: Ms. Nor Fadzleen binti  Sa›don
(SMK Tasek Utara)  Kuching
Gold:
Ms. Chang Yee Shee (SMK Kota
Marudu)
Silver: Ms. Ng Sing Yii (SMK Green
Road)
Bronze: Ms. Sally Wong Leng King
(SMK Saint Joseph)
2013
Gold:

Cynthia C. James (SK Kunak,
Kunak, Sabah)
Silver: Daphne Roseline Henry Thomas
(SMK Tinggi Perempuan, Melaka)
Bronze: Chang Yee Shee (SMK Kota
Marudu, Sabah)
2015
Gold:

Ng Sing Yii (SMK Green Road,
Kuching)
Silver: Santhi Krishnan (SM St. Michael,
Ipoh)
Bronze: Sheela Faizura Bt Nik Fauzi
		
(SMK Sebauh, Bintulu, Sarawak)
2016
Gold:
		

Jen Renita Binti Mappah
(SK Merotai Besar, Tawau, Sabah)

Silver:

Santiana Binti Ramli (SK Labang
Nabawan)
Silver: Mohana Ram Murugiah
(Methodist Girls’ School, Ipoh)
Bronze: Dliyana John (SK Pendidikan
Khas Batu Pahat (P),
		
Rinamurnirah Binti Nasir
		
(SK Tanjung Batu, Kota Marudu,
Sabah)
2018
Gold:

Aishah Binti Mohd Hamdan  
(SMK Raja Permaisuri Bainun,
Ipoh, Perak)
Silver: Mohana Ram Murugiah
		
(SM Perempuan Methodist Ipoh)
Bronze: Muhammad Nabil Bin Abdullah  
(SMK Taman Daya 2, Johor 		
Bahru, Johor)

HYACINTH GAUDART AWARD
2003
Sukeshini a/p M.M. Narayanan Nair
2004
Josephine Leela a/p V. Damodaram
2005
Malini a/p Arianayagam Nee Mrs.
M. Duraisingam

2017
Cynthia C. James

SPECIAL AWARDS
MELTA Lifetime Contribution Award
2009
Dr. Basil Wijasuriya
2017
Datuk Dr. Mary Yap Kain Ching
MELTA Special Award
2009
Datuk Razali Ismail
2010
Dato’ Paul Mony Samuel
2011
Sasbadi Sdn. Bhd.
2012
Prof. Dr. Hyacinth Gaudart
2013
Prof. Dr. Malachi Edwin Vethamani
MELTA Commendation Award
2009
Ms. Mina Patel
2010
Ms. Jagdeesh Kaur

2006
Sin Sun Bue A/P Sin Yong Eng

2011
Mr. Teh Sharifuddin Abdullah

2008
Margaret Mary Lawrence Joseph

2012
Ms. Rosyatimah Maidin
Datin Evelyn Ritikos
Mr. Sariee Minan

2009
Shah Rizal bin Mohd Akip @ M. Sarip
Khairul Anuar bin Abd Manap
Paramasvary Subramaniam
2010
Tan Jee Ngoh
Yap Yoke Chin
Lye Mei Yin
2011
Mahiran bt Mohd Noor
2012
Shantini S. Karalasingam
2013
Wan Hanim Mohamed Noor
2014
Markus Gatuman @ Marcus Raja

2013
Mr. Shanmuganathan a/l Suppiah
Pn. Azrina binti Abdul Rahman
MELTA President Outstanding School
ELT Award
2012
S.M.K. Tunku Abdul Rahman, Kuching
2013
S.J.K. (T) Kangkar Pulai, Kulaijaya
2016
S.J.K. (T) Ladang Bute, Bandar Enstek
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The Raja Zarith Sofiah Award for
Corporate Social Responsibility in
English Language Education
2013
RHB Banking Group
2014
Star Publications (M) Berhad
2015
No Winner
2016
NST Education Learning Curve
2017
Astro
2017
M Suites Hotel
MELTA Recognition Award
2013
Erican Education Group
Pearson Malaysia Sdn. Bhd.
Melewar Learning Resources Sdn. Bhd.

MELTA MALACHI EDWIN
CREATIVE TEACHER
SHOWCASE AWARD WINNERS
2009
Gold
Silver

Jen Renita Mappah (OUM)
Rani K. Mariappan (SMK Batu
Pahat  Convent, Johor)
Bronze Nor Fadleen Sa’don (SMK Tasek
Utara, Johor)
2010
Gold

Nor Fadleen Sa’don (SMK Tasek
Utara, Johor)
		
Rubiah binti Mat Som
		
(SMK Kuala Krau, Pahang)
Silver Lim Seng Leong (SMK Bukit
Jambul, Penang)
		
Noorjahan binti Sultan (SK Indera
Mahkota Utama, Kuantan)
Bronze Yap Yoke Chin (SMK Hwa Lian,
Temerloh)
2011
Gold

Mahiran Mohd Noor (SMK 		
Kompleks Gong Badak, Kuala
Terengganu)
Silver Zakiah Bt. Jaafar (MRSM Kota
Bahru, Kelantan)
Bronze   Hyginus Lester Junior Lee
		
(SMK Mutiara)
2012
Gold

Maryati Bt Athan (SK Muhammad
Saman),
		
Sawaran Jit Kaur (Kolej Datu 		
Tuanku Haji Bujang, Miri)
Silver Denny Phang Kong Khee
(SJK Chung Hua Tondng)
		
Hyginus Lester Junior Lee
		
(SMK Mutiara)
Bronze Belinda Ng Mei Lee (SMK Taman
Medan)
		
Tan Shiew Hiong (SK Pujut 		
Corner, Miri)

2013
Gold

Zaminah Azaman (Kolej Datu
Tuanku Haji Bujang, Miri)
Bronze Siti Shakilah Nirmala Bt
Abdullah (SK Sri Tangkak, Johor),
Arumugam a/l Gopal @ Rjau
(SMK Taman Selesa Jaya, Skudai,
Johor)
2014
Gold
Tan Lee Nguang
Silver Noorjahan bt Sultan
2015
Silver

Warid Mihat (SK Kubang Kerian 3,
Kota Bahru, Kelantan)
Bronze Chanthireka a/p Vasudevan (SMK
Seksyen 19, Shah Alam)
2016
Gold
Silver

Tan Lee Nguang (JPN Sarawak)
Noorjahan bt Sultan
(SK Indera Mahkota Utama,
Pahang)

2017
Gold

Samuel Isaiah a/l Joel Christie
Isaiah (SK Runchang, Pahang)
Silver Asfar bin Abdul Hamid
Puteri Nurul Nazahiah Datu
Bandira
Debbie Clement (School in
Hospital, Sabah Women’s and
Children’s Hospital)
Bronze Jen Renita binti Mappah
		
(SK Merotai Besar, Tawau, Sabah)
2018
Gold

Mohamad Faiz B. Mohamad
Shakri (Bukit Lalang National 		
Primary School, Semporna, 		
Sabah)
Silver Nazira Bt Roslee
		
(SMK Putrajaya Presint 9(1), 		
Putrajaya WP)
Bronze Laurence L. Dumling (Lok Yuk
Kota Kinabalu (CF), Sabah)

CREATIVE STUDENT TEACHER
SHOWCASE AWARD WINNERS
2014
Gold
Silver
          

Agnes Lee Zhi Hui
Er Pari Ting
Cak Nong A/L Aitin
Muhammad Zahin Safwan Bin
Subri
Bronze Kristie Jacqueline Lau Ing Chee
             Caroline Tham Yie Ting
2015
Gold

Agnes Lee Zhi Hui (IPG Batu 		
Lintang)
Silver Er Pei Ting, Cak Nong A/L Aitin
Muhammad Zahin Safwan bin 		
Subri (IPIK, K.L.)
Bronze Kristie Jacqueline Lau Ing Chee
Caroline Tham Yie Ting
(Kent Teachers Training Institute,
Sabah)

2016
Silver

Joyce Tan Shu Yuan (Taylor’s
University Lakeside Campus,
Subang)

2017
Gold
		

Wong Kian Yong, Teoh Kai Hern
(IPG Kampus Gaya, Kota 		
Kinabalu)
Silver Wardatul Ikhwani binti Mahali
		
(IPG Kampus Gaya, Kota 		
Kinabalu)
Bronze    Malket Singh s/l Belwet Singh &
Lydia Beh Sheng Hui
		
(IPG Kampus Gaya, Kota 		
Kinabalu)
2018
Gold

Raveenajit Kaur, Saya Hussain,
Ashley Seow (University Of
Nottingham Malaysia Campus,
Malaysia)
Silver Irdina Ismaida Zamri
Gurshreen Kaur
(Taylor’s University, Malaysia)
Bronze    Wardatul Ikhwani Binti Mahali
		
(Institute Of Teacher Education,
Gaya Campus, Kota Kinabalu,
Sabah, Malaysia)

CREATIVE HIGHER EDUCATION
TEACHER SHOWCASE AWARD
WINNERS
2018
Gold
No winners
Silver No winners
Bronze Edna Wellington
Zaira Abu Hassan Shaari
		
Munira Mohsin
		
(IPG Kampus Ilmu Khas, Kuala
Lumpur)
		
Angeline Ranjethamoney 		
Vijayarajoo
		
Roslina Mohd Jani
		
Sariff Imran
		
Kuldip Kaur
(Universiti Teknologi Mara,
Cawangan Negeri Sembilan,
Kampus Seremban 3, Malaysia
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MELTA WAY WITH WORDS
COMPETITION WINNERS
2008
Penang
Lower Secondary:
1st prize: S.M.K.  (P) St. George
2nd prize: S.M.K.A. (P) Al-Mashoor
3rd prize: S.M.K.  Convent Green Lane
Upper Secondary:
1st prize: S.M.K.  (P) St. George
2nd prize: S.M.J.K. Phor Tay
3rd prize: S.M.K.A. (P) Al-Mashoor
Selangor
Lower Secondary:
1st prize: S.M.K. Assunta,PJ
2nd prize: S.M.K.  Seri Sepang
3rd prize: S.M.K.  Bandar Baru Salak Tinggi,
Sepang
Upper Secondary:
1st prize: S.M.K.  Assunta, PJ
2nd prize: S.M. Sains Seremban
3rd prize: S.M.K.  Seri Sepang
Sabah
Lower Secondary:
1st prize: S.M.K. St.Francis Convent (M), Kota
Kinabalu
2nd prize: S.M.K. St. Peter Telipok, Kota
Kinabalu
3rd prize: S.M.K. Kolombong, Inanam, Kota
Kinabalu.
Upper Secondary:
1st prize: S.M.K. Lok Yuk, Kota Kinabalu
2nd prize: S.M.K. St.Francis Convent (M),
Kota Kinabalu
3rd prize: S.M.K. St. Peter Telipok, Kota
Kinabalu
2009
PWTC, Kuala Lumpur
Upper Primary:
1st prize: S.K. St. Paul, Seremban, Negeri
Sembilan
2nd prize: S.K. Menjalara, Kuala Lumpur
3rd prize: S.K. Seafield, Subang Jaya
Lower Secondary Category
1st prize: S.M.K. Undang Jelebu, Negeri
Sembilan
2nd prize: MRSM Terendak, Melaka
3rd prize: S.M. Agama Dato’ Klana Petra
Maamor, Negeri Sembilan.

Johor Bahru
Upper Primary Category
1st prize: S.K. Infant Jesus Convent Johor
Bahru
2nd prize: S.K.Bandar Uda (2)
3rd prize: S.K.St. Joseph
Lower Secondary Category
1st prize: S.M. Infant Jesus Convent
2nd prize: S.M.K. Dato Abdul Rahman Yassin
3rd prize: S.M.K. Convent Batu Pahat
2010
PWTC, Kuala Lumpur
Upper Primary
1st prize: S.K. Brickfields (1), Kuala Lumpur
2nd prize: S.K. Sultan Sulaiman 1, Kuala
Terengganu
3rd prize: S.R.J.K. (C) San Yuk, Rawang
Lower Secondary
1st prize: S.M.K. Bukit Mewah, Negeri
Sembilan
2nd prize: S.M.K. Jalan Empat, Bandar Baru
Bangi
3rd prize: S.M.K. Kota Kemuning, Shah Alam
Pahang
Upper Primary
1st prize: S.J.K. (C) Pei Chai
2nd prize: S.K. Indera Mahkota
3rd prize: S.K. Indera Mahkota
Lower Secondary
1st prize: S.M.K. Tengku Afzan
2nd prize: S.M.K. Abdul Rahman Talib
3rd prize: S.M.K. Alor Akar
Sarawak
Upper Primary
1st prize: Lodge Primary School
2nd prize: Lodge Primary School
3rd prize: Lodge Primary School
Lower Secondary
1st prize: S.M.K. Kuching High
2nd prize: S.M.K. Sungai Maong
3rd prize: S.M.K. Bandar Samariang
2011
PWTC, Kuala Lumpur
Upper Primary
1st Prize: S.J.K.(C) Nan Kai
2nd Prize: S.K. Jalan 3, Bandar Baru Bangi
3rd Prize: S.K.  Brickfields

Lower Secondary
1st  Prize:  S.M. Jalan 4, Bandar Baru Bangi
2nd Prize: S.M.K. Bandar Baru Salak Tinggi,
Team 2
3rd Prize: S.M.K. Seri Selayang
National Literacies Day, National Library,
Kuala Lumpur
Upper Primary
1st Prize – S.J.K. (C) Lick Hung
2nd Prize – S.K. St. John (1) KL, Team A
3rd Prize – S.K. Sulaiman 1
Kuala Terengganu
Upper Primary
1st Prize: S.K. Sultan Ismail, Chukai,
Kemaman
2nd Prize: S.K. Rantau Petronas
3rd Prize: S.K. Batu 48, Dungun
Lower Secondary
1st  Prize: S.M.K. Padang Midin
2nd Prize: S.M.K. Dato’ Razali Ismail
3rd Prize:  S.M.K. Tengku Mizan Zainal Abidin
2012
Kuala Lumpur
Upper Primary
1st Prize – S.K.  Brickfields
2nd Prize – S.K. Jalan 3
3rd Prize – S.K. Taman Megah  
Lower Secondary
1st  Prize  – S.M.K. Jalan 4
2nd Prize – S.M.K. USJ 4   
3rd Prize  – S.M.K. Bandar Baru Salak Tinggi
Kuching
Upper Primary
1st Prize – S.J.K. (C) Chung Hua
2nd Prize – S.K. St. Mary
3rd Prize – S.J.K. (C) Chung Hua
Lower Secondary
1st  Prize  – S.M.K. Lodge
2nd Prize – S.M.K. St. Mary’s Secondary
School
3rd Prize  – S.M.K. Lodge
2013
Johor
Upper Primary
1st Prize – SK Sri Tebrau, Johor Bahru
2nd Prize – S.K. St. Mary
3rd Prize – S.J.K. (C) Chung Hua
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Lower Secondary
1st  Prize  – S.M.K. Seri Perling, Johor Bahru
2nd Prize – S.M.K. Kempas, Johor Bahru
3rd Prize  – S.M.K. Sultan Ismail, Johor Bahru
2014
Kuching, Sarawak
Upper Primary
1st Prize – Lodge Primary School
2nd Prize – S.J.K. St. Paul
3rd Prize – Lodge Primary School
Lower Secondary
1st  Prize  – S.M.K. St. Mary
2nd Prize – S.M.K. Batu Lintang
3rd Prize  – Lodge International School
2015
Kuala Lumpur
Upper Primary
1st Prize : S.K. Jalan 3, Bandar Baru
Bangi
2nd Prize : S.K. Jalan 3, Bandar Baru
Bangi
3rd Prize :  S.K. Jalan 3, Bandar Baru
Bangi
Lower Secondary
1st Prize: SMK Victoria
2nd Prize: SMK Raja Mahadi
3rd Prize: SMK Raja Mahadi
2016
Ipoh, Perak
Upper Primary
1st Prize – Ipoh International School Sdn.
Bhd., Ipoh
2nd Prize – Ipoh International School Sdn.
Bhd., Ipoh
3rd Prize – S.K. Syeikh Mohd Idris AlMarbawi, Kuala Kangsar
Lower Secondary
1st  Prize  – S.M.K. Convent, Teluk Intan
2nd Prize – Ipoh International School Sdn.
Bhd., Ipoh
3rd Prize  – S.M.K. Perempuan Methodist,
Ipoh
2017
Kota Kinabalu, Sabah
Upper Primary
1st Prize – S.J.K. (C) Chung Hwa, Kota
Kinabalu
2nd Prize – S.J.K. (C) St. James
3rd Prize – S.J.K. (C) St. James
Lower Secondary
1st  Prize  – S.M.Lok Yuk, Likas
2nd Prize – Sabah Tshung Tsin Secondary
School
3rd Prize  – Sabah Tshung Tsin Secondary
School

2018
Johor Bahru, Johor
Upper Primary
1st Prize – SK Bandar Putra, Johor
2nd Prize – SK Taman Melawati, KL
3rd Prize – SK Taman Nusa Perintis, Johor
Lower Secondary
1st  Prize  – SMK Impian Emas, Johor
2nd Prize – Sri Bintang Secondary School,                
Johor
3rd Prize  – SMK Infant Jesus Convent, Johor

MELT-A-HEART BENEFICIARIES
2009
Johor
S.K. Pusat Air Tawar, Mersing
S.J.K. (C) Sawit, Kelapa Sawit, Kulai
S.J.K. (T) Jalan Stesen Paloh, Kluang
2010
Pahang
S.K. Cherating, Kuantan
S.J.K. (C) Panching, Kuantan
S.J.K. (T) Ladang Edensor, Mentakab
Sarawak
S.K. Gita No.2, Kuching
S.K. Bario
S.M. Bario
S.K. Long Lamei
Sabah
S.K. Pulau Larapan
2011
SK. Teluk Kalong, Kemaman, Terengganu
S.K. Kompleks Seberang Takir, K.Terengganu
S.K. (C) Sin Chone, Dungun, Terengganu
2012
SK (1) Taman Selayang, KL
SJK (T) Kuang, Rawang, Selangor
SJK (C) Chap Khuan, Batu Arang, Selangor
SJK (T) Tun Sambanthan, Pajam, N. Sembilan
SJK (C) Pui Ying, Klang, Selangor
SK Muhibbah, Kuching, Sarawak
SK Pesang Begu, Padawan, Sarawak
SK Kampung Baru, Samarahan, Sarawak
SK St Teresa, Kuching, Sarawak
2013
SJKT Gelang Patah, Johor Bahru, Johor
SJKC Chien Bee, Kluang, Johor
SK Kota Masai, Pasir Gudang, Johor
2014
SK Ba Kelalan, Lawas, Sarawak
SK Serasot, Bau, Sarawak
SK Jagoi, Bau, Sarawak
SK Dato Mohd Musa, Samarahan, Sarawak
SK St Bernard, Padawan, Sarawak

2015
SK Kampung Karangan, Kuala Krai, Kelantan
SJKT Ladang Bute, Sepang, Selangor
SJKC Khee Chee, Temerloh, Pahang
2016
SK RPS Dala, Gerik, Perak.
SRJK(C) Yeong Hwa, Lenggong, Perak.
SK Sungai Lesong, Kampar, Perak.
SJK(T) Slim River, Perak.
SJK(C) Pheng Lok, Air Kuning, Perak.
2017
SK Keguraan, Kota Belud, Sabah.
SJK(C) Hwa Lian, Kudat, Sabah.
SK Petagas, Tanjung Aru, Sabah.
2018
SK Tg Adang, Johor Bahru, Johor
SJKC Kuo Kuang 2, Johor Bahru, Johor
SJKT Ldg Tebrau, P.Gudang, Johor
SK Kampung Bulau, Sarawak
SK Sacred Heart, Sibu, Sarawak
S Pedalaman Sarawak
SK Punan BA, Belaga Sarawak
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Forging
Connections

Nurturing Students for Tomorrow, Today.

SASBADI HOLDINGS BERHAD (1022660-T)
Lot 12, Jalan Teknologi 3/4, Taman Sains Selangor 1, Kota Damansara, 47810 Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan.
Tel: +603-6145 1188 Faks: +603-6145 1199 Laman web: www.sasbadiholdings.com

